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森的著作，深究其作品時間結構，也鑽研當代文學與文化理論中的時間論述，特別是由

精神分析論述所發展出的時間架構與創傷理論中的時間，並將之與個人近年來一直在進

行之亞美文學、美國族裔文學與電影研究結合。以下的研究成果，包括了個人四年來在

摩里森研究、時間理論、與更廣泛之美國族裔文學研究領域所發表之主要期刊論文、演

講、與研討會論文。 
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Historical Distance and Textual Intimacy:
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Abstract
 !"#$ %!&&#'!"('$ A Mercy (2008) encourages a meditation$ !"$ )#*+&,*-&+('$

interacti!"$.#*/$/#'*!&01$2!3-'#"4$!"$*/+$.,0$#"$./#3/$5"!6+)$*#7+8$!9+&,*+'$

here to challenge the serial, diachronic conception of history, I seek in A
Mercy a space to negotiate the historical distance between periods, events, and

peoples. The shifting tenses of narrating voices introduced by the novel, along

with the linkages that memories create between times, prompt the

spreading-out of seventeenth-century American history into a textual network

of elastic ligaments and a kind of dialogism. Moreover, challenging the logic

of ethnic division and racial segregation, A Mercy elucidates the proximity of

different races in early American history. It enacts cross-color intimacy as a

new way of conceiving the origins of American culture. %!&&#'!"('$.&#*#"4$

about history in A Mercy is not simply a return to the past or a retrieval of the

repressed. By evoking a lost age and digging out from what has disappeared

logics and ideas that resist existent historical lines and racial categorizations,

the novel fosters in its textual present an intermediary agency for negotiating

the structure of history, thereby ushering in new historical epistemes.
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 $:$'/!&*$;&,<*$!<$*/#'$9,9+&$.,'$9&+'+"*+;$,*$5 !"#$%!&&#'!"$,";$=#&3-#*'$!<$*/+$>7,4#",*#!"?$

 /+$@#A*/$B#+""#,)$=!"<+&+"3+$!<$*/+$ !"#$%!&&#'!"$@!3#+*0C8$/+);$#"$D,ris, 4-7 November 2010.
I benefited greatly from the responses of audience members. I am also grateful to Guy Beauregard
and Wen-ching Ho for their reading, advice, and support.
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 !"#$%!&&#'!"('$"#"*/$"!6+)$A Mercy (2008) opens with its teenage heroine

Florens rushing into the woods in search of a freed black manEan unnamed

blacksmithEpresumably possessing a cure for both her bedridden mistress and her

own lovesick heart. Looking for paths through the dangerous wilderness, she

exclaims$,*$!"+$9!#"*$!"$/+&$F!-&"+0?$5>$,7$/,990$*/+$.!&);$#'$G&+,H#"4$!9+"$<!&$-'C$

0+*$#*'$"+."+''$*&+7G)+'$7+8$IJK1$@+*$#"$*/+$),*+$LMNN'C$./+"$./,*$.,'$"!*$0+*$*/+$

5O"#*+;$@*,*+'8$.,'$!")0$9,&*)0$3!"*&!))+;$G0$'+6+&,)$P-&!9+,"$9!.+&'$,";$*/+$#;+,$

of race had not yet solidified, A Mercy ushers not only Florens but also its readers

into a new world rife with dangers and opportunities. On the one hand, Virginia in

LMQR$5.,'$'*#))$,$7+''8$ILLKS$#*$ <+,*-&+;$,$.!&);$!<$'/#<*#"4$9!.+&$<!&7,*#!"'$,";$

changing contours,$./+&+$ 5),";$ 3),#7'$.+&+$ ,).,0'$ <)-#;8$ ,";$ 5*-&*)+'$ /,;$ ,$ )#<+$

'9,"$ )!"4+&$ */,"$ *!."'8$ILTK1$U"$ */+$!*/+&$/,";C$ */#'$.!&);$6#G&,*+;$.#*/$,#&$5'!$

"+.C$ ,)7!'*$ ,),&7#"4$ #"$ &,."+''$ ,";$ *+79*,*#!"C8$ ./#3/$ 5"+6+&$ <,#)+;$ *!$

#"6#4!&,*+8$,$9+&'!"$ILRK1$ /+$.!&;'$!< Jacob Vaark, a disowned orphan traveling

from Europe to inherit a piece of land in America, best spell out the chances for

*/!'+$ 3&,6#"4$ 3/,"4+$ #"$ */+#&$ '!3#,)$ 9!'#*#!"$ ,";$;+'*#"0?$ 5V/+&+$ +)'+$ G-*$ #"$ */#'$

disorganized world would such an encounter be possible? Where else could rank

tremble before courage?8$(25).

 /+$ 5"+.8$.!&);$ #"*&!;-3+;$ #"$A Mercy$ #'C$ #&!"#3,))0C$ ,)'!$ ,"$ 5!);8$.!&);$
./+"$&+'*!&+;$ *!$ #*'$59),3+8$ #"$ */+$ *+79!&,)$'+W-+"3+$!<$:7+&#3,"$/#'*!&01$V/#)+$

the recurring ideas and images of a world still soft, still awaiting forms and

formation, arouse readers to a sense of hope and anticipation, it may also be argued,

with a clearer historical chronology in mind, that this novel represents, above all, an

attempt to commemorate a lost age: whatever chances there were in the 1600s, they

have long since been lost. The cartography of America has long been settled, and

racial categories polarized into black and white. Interpreting A Mercy from the

endpoint of either the novel or the history it deals with, John Updike sees in the text

a pessimistic fatalism:

[A]s Morrison moves deeper into a more visionary realism, a

betranced pessimism saps her plots of the urgency that hope imparts

*!$/-7,"$,;6+"*-&+'1$5:$%+&308$G+4#"'$./+&+$#*$+";'C$.#*/$,$./#*+$

man ca'-,))0$ ,"'.+&#"4$ ,$ '),6+$7!*/+&('$ 9)+,C$ G-*$ /+$;#+'C$ ,";$ '/+$

<,;+'$ #"*!$ '),6+&0('$ 70&#,;'C$ ,";$ */+$ 3/#);$ 4!+'$ 7,;$ .#*/$ )!6+1$

Varied and authoritative and frequently beautiful though the language

is, it circles around a vision, both turgid and static, of a new world

turning old, and poisoned from the start.
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Given his assumption that history is linear and follows a line of succession, Updike

sees this past as one doomed to be overtaken by the present. The world in A Mercy
#'$#"+6#*,G)0$5*-&"#"4$!);8$,";$59!#'!"+;$<&!7$*/+$'*,&*8$G+3,-'+$!<$*/+$'-G'+W-+"*C$

more fully-developed role of blackness as a stigma in Western history. The past is

held hostage by, inflected by, and subject to our knowledge in the present. Writing

,G!-*$*/+$9,'*$#'$,33!&;#"4)0$,$5*-&4#;$,";$'*,*#38$7!-&"#"4$*/,*$4!+'$"!./+&+1

I ,&4-+$*/,*$O9;#H+('$&+,;#"4$9),3+'$A Mercy in the temporal prison house of

/#'*!&#3#'71$ =!"6#"3#"4$ #"$ ,$ .,0C$ #*$ "!"+*/+)+''$ #4"!&+'$ */+$ !9+&,*#!"$ !<$ 5"!6+)$

*#7+8$#"$ #*'$&+'#'*,"3+$*!$,";$"+4!*#,*#!"$.#*/$3/&!"!)!40.
1

Although readers may

assume or impose a linear time and history, and give the endpoint of the novel (or

the history it speaks of) the greatest weight in their interpretation, the past in/of a

novel does not disappear along with our act of reading it. The beginning of the story

remains there, on a page one can (re)turn to, coexisting with the ending and any

other moments in the story and thus accounting for the everlasting presence of the

"!6+)('$<#3*#!",)$*#7+'1$%!&+!6+&C$;+'9#*+$*/+$<,3*$*/,*$,$"!6+)$;&aws materials from

the past, the reading act takes place in the present. When the past that is spoken of

#"$ ,$ ",&&,*#6+$ *+A*$ #'$ 5&+,;8$ #"$ */+$ 9&+'+"*C$ #*$ #'$ 4#6+"$ 9&+'+"3+$ ,";$ #77+;#,301$

Novels are therefore capable of annexing pasts and presents and thereby giving

their rendering of the past a new life. They need not subject the past to our

present-;,0$ H"!.)+;4+$ #"$ */+$ .,0$ !<$ "!&7,)$ 5/#'*!&08S$ &,*/+&C$ "!6+)'$ /,6+$ */+$

potential to enable a flow of time through the interchange of temporal points. If

modern history is conceived as being composed of concrete events occurring in

succession, novels endow our acts of reading with an intermediary agency capable

of enacting a temporal repetition, reversal, and realignment.

This paper takes A Mercy as an example to meditate !"$)#*+&,*-&+('$#"*+&,3*#!"$

.#*/$ /#'*!&01$ B0$ <!3-'#"4$ !"$ */+$ .,0$ %!&&#'!"('$ 5"!6+)$ *#7+8$ <-"3*#!"'$ *!$

challenge our linear, diachronic conception of history, I seek in this novel a space in

which to negotiate historical distance. Referring to the temporal distance between

                                                        
1$ %!&&#'!"$ +A9&+''+;$ #"$ ,"$ #"*+&6#+.$ */,*$ '/+$ -'-,))0$ <!))!.+;$ */+$ 5"!6+)$ *#7+8?$ 5 /+&+$ #'$

something called novel time. If you lay it down too clearly then you are just following a map and
you are not letting itE0!-$F-'*$/,6+$*!$)+*$#*$4!C$.,#*$<!&$#*$*!$G+$*/+&+8$IX!-'*!"$RJYS$+79/,'#'$#"$
original). Morrison resists to writing according to a pre-set chronology of plot development.
5Z!6+)$ *#7+8$ +6!)6+'$ ,)!"4$ .#*/$ *+A*-,)#*0$ ,";$ +6!H+'$ */+$ 59,9+&$ *#7+8$ 9&!9!'+;$ G0$ [!),";$
B,&*/+'?$ */+$ *#7+$ !<$ /#'*!&#3,)$ ;#'3!-&'+C$ 5*/+$ 9&+'+"3+C$ #"$ /#'*!&#3,)$ ",&&,*#!"C$ !<$ +A9)#3#*$
speech-,3*$'#4"'8$*/,*$5*+";'$*!$\;+-3/&!"!)!4#]+($*/+$/#'*!&#3,)$\*/&+,;($,";$*!$&+'*!&+C$#<$!")0$,'$,$
reminiscence or a nostalgia, a complex, parametric, non-linear time whose deep space recalls the
70*/#3$*#7+$!<$*/+$,"3#+"*$3!'7!4!"#+'8$ILTNK1
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/#'*!&#3,)$ 9+&#!;'$ !&$ +6+"*'C$ */+$ *+&7$ 5/#'*!&#3,)$ ;#'*,"3+8$ #'$ -'-,))0$ */!-4/*$ *!$

designate an objective and stable entity measureable by clock-time. In his study of

the theory and genres of history, however, Mark Salber Phillips proposes a more

elastic conception of historical distance:

Some degree of temporal distance is, of course, a given in historical

writing, but temporal distance may be enlarged or diminished by

other kinds of commitments and responses. Thus historical distance,

in the fuller sense I want to give it, refers to much more than the

conventional understanding that the outline of events is clarified by

*/+$ 9,'',4+$ !<$ *#7+C$ !&$ */,*$ */+$ /#'*!&#,"('$ 9+&'9+3*#6+$ "+3+'',&#)0$

reflects that of his or her generation. . . . [O]ur concept of distance, if

it is to be helpful, should not be limited to forms of detachment or

estrangement; in its wider sense, distance must take in the impulse to

establish proximity as well as separation. Distance, to put this another

way, should refer to a whole dimension of our relation to the past, not

to one particular location. (217; emphasis in original)

B&+,H#"4$,.,0$<&!7$,$'9,*#,)$7!;+)$*/,*$*,H+'$*/+$9,'*$,'$,$5)!3,*#!"8$.#*/$,$<#A+;$

;#'*,"3+$<&!7$*/+$9&+'+"*C$D/#))#9'$'-44+'*'$*/,*$5temporal distance may be enlarged

!&$;#7#"#'/+;$G0$!*/+&$H#";'$!<$3!77#*7+"*'$,";$&+'9!"'+'18$X#'$5<-))+&$'+"'+8$!<$

historical distance pushes the understanding of distance beyond objective,

mechanical temporal measurements, and brings the adjustment of this

distanceEadjustments of proximity and separation, intimacy and estrangement

between periods, events, and peoplesEto the center of historical writing. By

,''!3#,*#"4$/#'*!&#3,)$;#'*,"3+$.#*/$5,$./!)+$;#7+"'#!"$!<$!-&$&+),*#!"$*!$*/+$9,'*C8$

his argument not only implies that our relation to the past is flexible, but also brings

to the fore the importance of negotiating this relation in the formation of histories.

%!&+$ 9&+3#'+)0C$ D/#))#9'('$ "!*#!"$ !<$ ,$7,))+,G)+$ /#'*!&#3,)$ ;#'*,"3+$ &+;#&+3*'$

our attention f&!7$ /#'*!&0('$ 3!"*+"*'$ *!$ #*'$ '*&-3*-&+1$ V/#)+$ #"W-#&#+'$ #"*!$ */+$

3!"3&+*+$,";$9-*,*#6+)0$5,-*/+"*#38$3!"*+"*'$!<$*/+$9,'*$/,6+$)!"4$G++"$3!"'#;+&+;$

!<$ 9&#7,&0$ #79!&*,"3+$ #"$ /#'*!&#3,)$ '*-;#+'C$ D/#))#9'('$ ,",)0'#'$ +79/,'#]+'$ */+$

changeable constitution of historical times and lines. As we know, the modern West

tends to organize the meaning and contents of history primarily by breaking time

into periods:

Modern Western history essentially begins with differentiation
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between the present and the past. . . . This rupture also organizes the

content of history within the relations between labor and nature; and

finally, as its third form, it ubiquitously takes for granted a rift

between discourse and the body (the social body). It forces the silent

body to speak. It assumes a gap to exist between the silent opacity of

*/+$5&+,)#*08$*/,*$#*$'++H'$*!$+A9&+''$,";$*/+$9),3+$./+&+$#*$9&!;-3+'$

its own speech, protected by the distance established between itself

and its object. (de Certeau 2-3; emphasis in original)

Historical intelligibility as defined by modern Western history is thus generated not

only from a temporal rupture but also from the separation of a discursive speaking

9!'#*#!"$ <&!7$ #*'$ !GF+3*$ !<$ &+9&+'+"*,*#!"1$  /+$ 5&#<*8E*/+$ 5;#'*,"3+8$ G+*.++"$

discourse and objectEhas to be carefully regulated and maintained so that the

;#'3!-&'+$ 3,"$ G+$ 59&!*+3*+;8$ ,";$ */+$ 7+,"#"4$ !<$ */+$ !GF+3*$ '*,G#)#]+;1$ %!;+&"$

Western history could therefore be imagined as grounded on a neatly spatialized

structure that forbids unregulated temporal fluidity or random conjoining of

historical moments. It features a static structure, for modern Western historians in

+<<+3*$ &+9),3+;$ 5,"$ ,3W-,#"*,"3+$ .#*/$ *#7+$ .#*/$ */+$ H"!.)+;4+$ !<$ what exists

.#*/#"$*#7+8$I^_&,&;$%,#&+*S$W*;1$#"$;+$=+&*+,-$LRS$+79/,'#'$#"$!&#4#",)K1$D/#))#9'('$

emphasis on negotiable historical distance, however, challenges this logic of

division and separation. It compels a different imagination of history: histories in

plurality are conceived as networks of elastic ligaments and modifiable

conjunctures.

D/#))#9'('$ 3!"*+"*#!"$ */-'$ &+'*!&+'$ 3!79)+A#*0$ *!$ /#'*!&#3,)$ 9&,3*#3+'1$ >*$ ,)'!$

paves the way for comparisons and dialogues between history and a range of

",&&,*#6+'C$#"3)-;#"4$)#*+&,&0$!"+'C$*/,*$+"4,4+$.#*/$,";$7,0$53!"*,#"8$,";`!&C$7!&+$

9,&*#3-),&)0C$ 5G+$ 3!"*,#"+;$ G08$ /#'*!&#+'1$ D&!9!'#"4$ */+"$ */,*$ /#'*!&0$ #*'+)<$ #'$ 5,$

3)-'*+&$!<$!6+&),99#"4$,";$3!79+*#"4$4+"&+'C8$;#<<+&+"*$ #"$ *+&7'$!<$ */+#&$ 5<!&7,)C$

affective, ideological, and cognitive elements that, in balance, shape the$ &+,;+&('$

'+"'+$ !<$ +"4,4+7+"*$ .#*/$ */+$ 9,'*8$ IRLTKC$ D/#))#9'$ ;&aws attention to the forms,

emotional designs, ideological contrivances, and cognitive mapping that underlie

the production of each history. He blurs the division between histories and fictional

genres such as the (historical) novel, memoir, biography, etc. This inclusion of

creative literary writing with the wider spectrum of historical writing helps to

+A9),#"$ <#3*#!"('$ 3,9,3#*0C$ "!*$ F-'*$ *!$ ;&,.$!"$/#'*!&#3,)$7,*+&#,)'$ <!&$ #7,4#",*#6+$

creation but to intervene into and have a real impact on historical epistemes. If at

one end of the historical-writing spectrum lies the conventional historiography that
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'#)+"3+'$*/+$9,'*$.#*/$5'3&#9*-&,)$*!7G'8$I;+$=+&*+,-$RKC$,*$*/+$!*/+&$+";$9+&/,9'$)#+$

novels that play on their various proximities with the past through their own

fictional elasticity.

A Mercy would seem, then, to help us elaborate on this issue of negotiable

historical distance because in her novel Morrison has introduced provocative and

intricate takes on history. Noted for her interest in the old and in the past, she has

set each of her novels in a specific period of the American past. Indeed she claims

*/,*$,))$/+&$/!9+'$#"$/+&$3&+,*#6+$)#*+&,&0$.!&H$,&+$5#"$*/+$9,'*8$I%3=)-'H+0$aNK1$b+*$

she says this not out of a sense of nostalgia or a pessimistic belief in the

impossibility of the future, nor because of her passive submission to the return of

those repressed memories, those revenants, those ever-haunting pasts. On the

contrary, Morrison has actively sought the future and the new in her every effort of

.&#*#"4$,G!-*$*/+$9,'*1$V/+"$,'H+;$./+*/+&$5,"0$!<$0!-&$3/,&,3*+&'$4+*$,.,0$<&!7$

*/+#&$9,'*C8$'/+$&+9)#+d:

>$/!9+$"!*1$Z!1$>$;!"(*$.,"*$,"0G!;0$*!$4+*$!<<$'3!*-free.

I think what I want is not to reinvent the past as idyllic or to have

the past as just a terrible palm or fist that pounds everybody to death,

but to have happiness or growth represented in the way in which

people deal with their past, which means they have to come to terms,

confront it, sort it out, and then they can do that third thing. (Hackney

128-29)

 /+$9,'*$#"$%!&&#'!"('$"!6+)'$#'$"+#*/+&$,$&+<-4+$.+$7,0$&+*-&"$*!$"!&$,$/!&&!&$.+$

may escape from; it rather offers a temporal space for us to explore, one that

somehow fosters$*/+$;!#"4$!<$5*/,*$*/#&;$*/#"418$>*$#'$"!*$*/+$9,'*$#"$#*'+)<$!&$*/+$9,'*$

in its being-already-9,'*C$#*'$59,'*$*+"'+8$*/,*$"++;'$*!$G+$&+3!6+&+;C$G-*$&,*/+&$*/+$

possibility of our own encounter with this past, our own potential confronting and

dealing-with it, which may have a generative or transformative effect on our lives.

Morrison spells out more clearly the permanent presence of the past in another

passage:

The past for my characters, I believe, isEI was going to say more

#"*#7,*+C$G-*$>$;!"(*$7+,"$#"*#7,*+1$V/0$;!"(*$.+$9-*$#*$*/#'$.,0?$>$

understand that in many African languages there is an infinite past,

and very few, if any, verbs for the future, and a major string of verbs

for the continuous present. So that notion of its always being now,
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even though it is past, is what I wanted to incorporate into the text,

because the past is never something you have to record, or go back to.

Children can actually represent ancestors or grandmothers or

4&,";<,*/+&'1$ >*('$ ,$ 6+&0$ )#6#"4-in-the-moment, living now with the

9,'*C$ '!$ */,*$ #*('$ "+6+&E3,)3-),*+;S$ #*('$ +<<!&*)+''1$ @!7+*#7+'$ */,*$

causes a great deal of trouble to some of the characters. (Hackney

130)

Drawing on African linguistic features, Morrison explains the close connection of

the past and the present in her writing. There is no need for one to travel across

temporal gaps in order to reach the past as the past is already part of the present, an

#"*+4&,)$ 9,&*$ !<$ !-&$ 5)#6#"4-in-the-7!7+"*18$ =-&#!-')0C$ #"$ */+$ ,G!6+$ 9,'',4+$

Morrison started to use the wor;$5#"*#7,*+8$*!$;+'3&#G+$/+&$3/,&,3*+&'($&+),*#!"'/#9$

*!$ */+$ 9,'*$ ,";$ */+"$ &+F+3*+;$ #*1$ 5>"*#7,*+8$ #'$ 9&!G,G)0$ "!*$ */+$ &#4/*$ .!&;$ #<$ #*$

denotesEnarrowlyEa strong emotional attachment or affectionate relationship,

4#6+"$ */,*$ !"+('$ &+),*#!"'/#9$ .#*/$ */+$ 9,'*C$ ./#3/$ 3!-);$ 3,-'+$ 5,$ 4&+,*$ ;+,)$ !<$

*&!-G)+C8$#'$<,&$7!&+$3!79)#3,*+;$*/,"$*/#'1$b+*$*/#'$%!&&#'!"#,"$')#9$!<$*/+$*!"4-+$

7#4/*$)+,;$-'$*!$9!";+&$*/+$.#;+&$3!""!*,*#!"'$!<$*/#'$,;F+3*#6+?$5#"*#7,*+8$&+<+&'$*!$

*/+$ 5#"*+&#!&8$ ,";$ */+$ 5#""+&7!'*C8$ /+"3+$ *!$ */e past as that which is integrally

.!6+"$.#*/$ */+$ 9&+'+"*S$ !&C$ #*$ #";#3,*+'$ 53)!'+8$ ,";$ 5"+,&8$ #"$ *+&7'$ !<$ ;#'*,"3+C$

/+"3+$%!&&#'!"('$+3/!#"4$!<$D/#))#9'('$+79/,'#'$!"$,$7,))+,G)+$/#'*!&#3,)$;#'*,"3+1$

B0$9!&*&,0#"4$/+&$3/,&,3*+&'($,7G#6,)+"*$&+),*#!"'/#ps with their past, Morrison is

perhaps coming to terms with the various degrees of her own intimacy with history,

and/or with the various kinds and degrees of intimacy within history itself.
2

%!&&#'!"('$ 9),0$ !" historical distance finds an illustration in A Mercy. In

terms of its historical setting, A Mercy traces the depth of American history farther

*/,"$,"0$!<$%!&&#'!"('$9&+6#!-'$"!6+)'$#"*!$*/+$LMNN'1$ /#'$+<<!&*$*!$;#4$;++9+&$#"*!$

/#'*!&0$ "+6+&*/+)+''$ 3!7+'$ ,)!"4$ .#*/$ #*'$ 9&!*,4!"#'*$ 2)!&+"'('$ <#&'*$ 9+&son

narrating voice in the present tense. The novel thus takes place in a time both far

away and in the present. Morrison attests$*/,*$,7!"4$*/+$6!#3+'$!<$/+&$3/,&,3*+&'($#"$

this novel, she

                                                        
2$  /+$3!"3+9*$!<$5#"*#7,*+8$!&$5#"*#7,308$,'$+79)!0+;$ #"$ */#'$9,9+&$ #'$,)'!$ #";+G*+;$ *!$c#',$

c!.+C$./!$#;+"*#<#+'$*/&++$7+,"#"4'$!<$5#"*#7,308?$ILK$#"*#7,30$,'$5'9,*#,)$9&!A#7#*0$!&$,;F,3+"*$
3!""+3*#!"8$ILdTKS$IRK$#"*#7,30$,'$,''!3#,*+;$.#*/$59&#6,30C$!<*+"$<#4-&+;$,'$3!"F-4,)$,";$<,miliar
&+),*#!"'$ #"$ */+$ G!-&4+!#'$ /!7+8$ ILdJKS$ ITK$ #"*#7,30$ ,'$ +7G!;#+;$ #"$ 5*/+$ 6,&#+*0$ !<$ 3!"*,3*'$
among slaves, indentured persons, and mixed-G)!!;$<&++$9+!9)+'8$IRNRK1$%!&+$,G!-*$3&!''-racial
intimacy will be discussed later.
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/+,&;$ 2)!&+"'('$ <#&'*C$ */+$ 4#&)1$ :";$ '/+$ ,99&!,3/+'$ ),"4-,4+$ #"$ ,

slanted way. She can read and write; she learned from a Catholic

9&#+'*$-";+&$'3,&0$3#&3-7'*,"3+'1$:";$'/+('$*,H+"$'!7+9),3+$+)'+S$'/+$

;!+'"(*$ H"!.$ ./,*$ */+0(&+$ *,)H#"4$ ,G!-*1$ V/+"$ '/+$ .,'$ .#*/$ /+&$

mother she spoke Portuguese. She knows Latin. So I just put all her

language together and gave her an individual voice that was

5>8Efirst personEand very visual. But also, once I realized that I

could make her speak only in the present tense, it gave the narrative

an immediacy. . . . (Smallwood 37)

2)!&+"'('$ /0brid linguistic upbringing reflects the geographical and cultural

porosity characteristic of the world she grows up in. And as if carrying this cultural

and linguistic fluidity into her narrating voice, Florens speaks in a perpetual present

tense that resi'*'$*+79!&,)$;#6#'#!"'?$5P6+&0*/#"4$#'$"!.$.#*/$/+&8$I !!7+&$RLK1$A
Mercy$#'$'*&-3*-&+;$'!$*/,*$2)!&+"'('$6!#3+$,99+,&'$+6+&0$!*/+&$3/,9*+&1$>"-between

her first person narratives are inserted chapters in a third-person voice in the past

tense that feature'$G0$*-&"'$!*/+&$7,#"$3/,&,3*+&'($9+&'9+3*#6+'1$ /+$'/#<*'$G+*.++"$

9&+'+"*$ *+"'+$ ,";$ 9,'*$ *+"'+C$ 3!79)#3,*+;$ G0$ */+$ ",&&,*#6+('$ 7!6+7+"*$ G,3H$ ,";$

<!&*/$G+*.++"$7!7+"*'$!<$3/,&,3*+&'($)#6+'C$<!&4+$,$3!)),4+$!<$*#7+'1

Certainly, not all reviewers appreciate A Mercy('$ &+'#'*,"3+$ *!$ '+W-+"*#,)$
storytelling. Amy Frykholm observes$ */,*$5*/+$),3H$!<$,$3!/+&+"*C$3!"*#"-!-'$9)!*$

will frustrate some readers. Just as you think the story is taking off, you turn back

again to the past, to the history of another in the m+",4+&#+$!<$3/,&,3*+&'8$IaMK1$B1$[1$

Myers further asserts that A Mercy$ #'$ 5),&;+;$ .#*/$ ,",3/&!"#'7'8?$ ;-+$ *!$
%!&&#'!"('$ 5,))-too-3!"*+79!&,&0$ 9&!'+$ '*0)+C8$ ,'$ .+))$ ,'$ /+&$ 5G,3H$ ,";$ <!&*/8$

4!#"4$5!6+&$*/+$',7+$9+&#!;8$G0$+6!H#"4$;#<<+&+"*$3/,&,3*+&'($7+7!&#es, the novel

5"+6+&$ '++7'$ *!$ '+**)+$ #"*!$ ",&&,*#6+$ \&+,)$ *#7+(8$ ILNaK1$My contention is that the

,**+"*#!"$*!$%!&&#'!"('$5,",3/&!"#'7'C8$7!&+$9&+3#'+)0$A Mercy('$refusal to settle

into a specific historical temporality in style and language, instead of invalidating

%!&&#'!"('$.&#*#"4C$,3*-,))0$3,'*'$#"*!$&+)#+<$*/+$<-";,7+"*,)$;#<<+&+"3+$G+*.++"$*/+$

*+79!&,)#*0$ !<$ %!&&#'!"('$ *+A*$ ,";$ */,*$ ,;6!3,*+;$ G0$ 7!;+&"$ V+'*+&"$ /#'*!&01$

Firstly, #"$ ,$ .,0$ */,*$ 3!"*&,'*'$ .#*/$ */+$ 5/#'*!&08$ */,*$ ,99+,)'$ *!$ ,$ 3!"6+"*#!",)

'+"'+$!<$&+,)#'7C$%!&&#'!"('$.&#*#"4C$./#3/$+",3*'$,"$+"3!-"*+&$!<$.!&);$,";$.!&;'C$

.!&H'$ *!.,&;$ ,$ 5*+A*-,)#],*#!"8$ !<$ */+$ .!&);$ */&!-4/$ ,$ ;#'#"*+4&,*#!"$ !<$ */+$

so-called reality into disparate yet intersecting narratives and memories. Moreover,

%!&&#'!"('$5*+A*-,)#]+;$.!&);8$&+'#'*'$,"$,&G#*&,&0$;#6#'#!"$G+*.++"$*/+$9,'*$,";$*/+$

present. A Mercy$ ,))!.'$ *#7+$ *!$ 5<)!.8$ G0$ +A9+&#7+"*#"4$ .#*/$ the circular
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interchanges of different temporal points. While one may wonder whether textuality

here is achieved at the expense of historical depth or truth, it is important to note

that the violence of history is usually associated with a fixed and authoritative past

!&$9+&#!;#],*#!"1$B0$ *&,"'<!&7#"4$ */+$.!&);$!<$ +6#;+"3+$ #"*!$5,$.!&);$!<$.!&;'C8$

%!&&#'!"$7#4/*$ '++7$ *!$ 5<),**+"$-98$/#'*!&0S$ 0+*$ #"$ ;!#"4$ '!$ '/+$ ,)'!$ ),-"3/+'$,$

&/+*!&#3,)$ ,";$ +9#'*+7!)!4#3,)$ 7!6+7+"*$ ,.,0$ <&!7$ 5./,*$ .,'8$ *!$ */+$ 9,'*$

3!";#*#!",)$!<$5./,*$7#4/*$/,6+$G++"C8$+6+"$*!.,&;$*/+$<-*-&+$9&!F+3*#6+$!<$5./,*$

3!-);$G+18

Instead of arguing that A Mercy tells the story of what

happenedErealisticallyEin the late seventeenth century, I suggest that it is more

accurate to interpret A Mercy as exploring, and, furthermore, restructuring the ways

in which we read and understand pre-revolutionary America.
3

The lines and

ligaments of textualityEthat is, the networks set up between readers and the past

which the text tries to recall and reason withEare given a central position. From the

6+&0$G+4#""#"4$!<$*/+$"!6+)C$2)!&+"'('$",&&,*#"4$6!#3+$,;;&+''+'$,";$-'/+&'$,$50!-8$

#"*!$/+&$'*!&0*+))#"4?$5e!"(*$G+$,<&,#;1$%0$*+))#"4$3,"(*$/-&*$0!-$#"$'9#*+$!<$./,*$>$

have done and I promise to lie quietly in the darkEweeping perhaps or occasionally

seeing the blood once moreEbut I will never again unfold my limbs to rise up and

ba&+$*++*/1$>$+A9),#"8$ITK1$ /+$50!-8$*!$./!7$2)!&+"'$,;;&+''+'$/+&$",&&,*#6+$#'$*/+$

free blacksmith with whom she falls in love. Yet there is a strong suggestion she is

also addressing to %!&&#'!"('$ &+,;+&'$ ,*$ */+'+$ 7!7+"*'1$ :99,&+"*$ */&!-4/!-*$ #'$

2)!&+"'('$ #"*+"*#!"$ *!$ ;#&+3*$ */+$ ,**+"*#!"$ !<$ */+$ 50!-8$ <&!7$ */+$ &+,)$ .!&);$ !<$

6#!)+"3+$,";$G)!!;C$./+&+$'/+$5-"<!);f'g$/+&$)#7G'$*!$&#'+$-9$,";$G,&+$*++*/C8$*!$*/+$

world of wordsEthe world of her storytelling and explanation. This urgency for the

50!-8$*!$&+,;$/+r text instead of the world is brought to the fore again toward the

end of her narrative, where Florens calls to mind the fact that the blacksmith is

#))#*+&,*+1$X+$/,'$*!$)+,&"$#"$!&;+&$*!$&+,;$/+&$.!&;'?$5b!-$&+,;$*/+$.!&);$G-*$"!*$*/+$

letters of talk. Y!-$;!"(*$H"!.$/!.$*!1$%,0G+$!"+$;,0$0!-$.#))$)+,&"8$ILMNK1

                                                        
3 Although many critics hav+$ '!-4/*$ #"$%!&&#'!"('$ *+A*$7!&+$5,-*/+"*#38$6+&'#!"'$!<$/#'*!&0$

(versus the whites-dominated version), it has to be noted that Morrison has resisted the idea that
her writings make any absolute claims to truth. In her Nobel Prize reception lecture she
commented on the need for language to be humble in face of historical reality. Not only must one
&+3!4"#]+$*/+$<,3*$*/,*$5),"4-,4+$3,"$"+6+&$)#6+$-9$*!$)#<+$!"3+$,";$<!&$,))8$,";$53,"$"+6+&$\9#"$
;!."($'),6+&0C$4+"!3#;+C$.,&C8$G-*$),"4-,4+$'/!-);$"+6+&$50+,&"$for the arrogance to be able to
;!$'!8$IRYNK1$ /+$9!.+&$!<$),"4-,4+C$%!&&#'!"$3!"*#"-+;C$)#+'$"!*$#"$*/,*$#*$#'$,G)+$*!$3,9*-&+$*/+$
./!)+$ !&$ *!$ <#",)#]+$ */+$ /#'*!&0C$ G-*$ #"$ #*'$ ,G#)#*0$ *!$ 5&+,3/$ *!.,&;$ */+$ #"+<<,G)+8$ IRYNK1$  /+'+$
issues will be discussed later on in more depth.
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2)!&+"'('$W-+'*#!"$,G!-*$ */+$G),3H'7#*/('$,G#)#*0$ *!$ &+,;$5*/+$ )+**+&'$!<$ *,)H8$

points to A Mercy('$ 3!"3+&"$ ,G!-*$ */+$ #''-+'$ !<$ &+,;#"4$ ,";$ *+A*-,)#*01$ 2)!&+"'$
actually poses two main questions to 50!-8?$ 5@*&,"4+&$ */#"4'$/,99+"$ ,))$ */+$ *#7+$

everywhere. You know. I know you know. One question is who is responsible?

:"!*/+&$#'$3,"$0!-$&+,;h8$ITK1$U<$9&#7,&0$#79!&*,"3+$#'$"!*$!")0$5./,*$/,99+"+;8$

but also whether the blacksmith can read what happened. And this question can be

;#&+3*+;$ *!$%!&&#'!"('$ &+,;+&'$ ,'$.+))?$ #"$./,*$.,0$ ,";$ *!$./,*$ +A*+"*$ /,6+$ */+$

&+,;+&'$!<$%!&&#'!"('$*+A*$3!79&+/+";+;$*/+$/#'*!&0$!<$9&+-revolutionary America?

What are the possible readings introduced through the characters in A Mercy? Into

what forms of textuality does Morrison guide her readers, and how do they change

our way of approaching American history or history in general?

The narratives of A Mercy, put simply, evolve around the establishment and

collapse of the white tr,;+&$i,3!G$j,,&H('$/!-'+/!);1$:$5&,**0$!&9/,"8$,G,";!"+;$

by his family in Europe, Jacob becomes a landowner and a trader after he inherits

120 acres from a distant uncle in Milton, Virginia (12). Over time he sets up a

household that develops into a makeshift home and a place of encounter for the

following persons: Rebekka (a European escaping religious savagery and limited

opportunity, *&,6+)#"4$ *!$:7+&#3,$ #"$ ,"'.+&$ *!$ i,3!G('$ ,;6+&*#'+7+"*$ <!&$ ,$.#<+KC$

Lina (a Native American woman purchased by Jacob after her tribespeople were

wiped out by a smallpox epidemic), Florens (a black girl given away at the age of

+#4/*$G0$/+&$'),6+$7!*/+&$*!$'+**)+$/+&$!."+&('$;+G*$*!$i,3!GKC$@!&&!.$I,$6#A+"-eyed

and red-haired survivor of a shipwreck with unknown ancestry accepted into

i,3!G('$/!-'+/!);KC$,";$V#)),&;$,";$@3-))0$I*.!$./#*+$#";+"*-&+;$),G!&+&'$/#&+;$G0$

Jacob to build his house). The increased size of his household and his accumulation

!<$.+,)*/C$7!'*)0$<&!7$/#'$&-7$#"6+'*7+"*'$#"$B,&G,;!'C$*+'*#<0$*!$i,3!G('$4&,;ual

rise in status and fortune in the new world. But Jacob is heirless, and his sudden

death in the midst of building his grand house leaves Rebekka, Lina, Florens, and

@!&&!.$ #"$ */+$ 3!";#*#!"$ !<$ 5-"7,'*+&+;$.!7+"8$./!'+$ '+)6+'$ ,";$ )#6+'$ ,&+$ 3,'*$

into jeopardy (58).

 !);$ #"$ ./,*$ %!&&#'!"#,"$ '3/!),&'$ #;+"*#<0$ ,'$ ,$ 5\3/!&-'($ 7+*/!;$ !<$

'*!&0*+))#"48$#"$./#3/$;#<<+&+"*$3/,&,3*+&'($7+7!&#+'$,";$9+&'9+3*#6+'$,&+$9&+'+"*+;$

G0$*-&"'$IX!!9+&$JKC$*/+$&#'+$,";$<,))$!<$i,3!G('$/!-'+/!);$'+&6+'$,'$,$"!;,)$9!#"*$

around which sprawl layers of intersecting narratives, hence the generation of a

textual space that allows contacts and connections of historical points and lines. For

example, the story of an early European immigrant such as Jacob, who comes to the

new world with$ */+$/+&!#3$,7G#*#!"$*!$G-#);$5,$9),3+$!-*$!<$"!$9),3+C$,$*+79+&,*+$

)#6#"4$<&!7$&,.$)#<+8$ILRKC$ #'$3!-9)+;$#"$A Mercy with a telling of the importation
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and exploitation of slave laborers in the Americas. On the one hand, Jacob insists

*/,*$5<)+'/8$#'$"!*$5/#'$3!77!;#*08$IRRK1$ &,;#"4$!")0$!"$54!!;'$,";$4!);8$IRJKC$/+$

looks down on slave traders such as Sehor e(U&*+4,$ ,";$ '"++&'$ ,*$ 5.+,)*/$

;+9+";+"*$ !"$ ,$ 3,9*-&+;$ .!&H<!&3+8$ IRQK1$ U"$ */+$ !*/+&$ /,";C$ ,)*/!-4/$ i,3!G$ #'$

;+*+&7#"+;$*!$59&!6+$*/,*$/#'$!."$#";-'*ry could amass the fortune, the station, . . .

.#*/!-*$ *&,;#"4$ /#'$ 3!"'3#+"3+$ <!&$ 3!#"8$ IRQKC$ /#'$ #"6+'*7+"*$ #"$ ,$ '-4,&$ ,";$ &-7$

business in the West Indies makes him complicit, albeit from a distance, in the

development of slavery. This is revealed in another passage:

Knowing full well his shortcomings as a farmerEin fact his boredom

with its confinement and routineEhe had found commerce more to

his taste. Now he fondled the idea of an even more satisfying

enterprise. And the plan was as sweet as the sugar on which it was

based. And there was a profound difference between the intimacy of

slave bodies at Jublio and a remote labor force in Barbados. Right?

Right. (35)

Jacob assuages his initial horror at the slave trade by convincing himself of the

innocuousness of his investment. He attempts to comprehend the slave trade

undertaken in Jublio, a plantation established by e(U&*+4, in Maryland, as distinct

from the recruitment of a labor force in the geographically more remote Barbados.

V/#)+$ */+$ 5#"*#7,308Ethe emotional proximity and physical nearnessEbetween

European settlers and the slave bodies in continental colonies is considered immoral,

i,3!G$F-'*#<#+'$*/+$5&+7!*+8$*&,;#"4$,";$+A9)!#*,*#!"$!<$'),6+'$#"$*/+$V+'*$>";#+'$,'$

a separate and harmless story. A Mercy 3/,))+"4+'$i,3!G('$&+,'!"#"4C$/!.+6+&C$G0$
bringing the two lines of history together within one (con)text.

A Mercy restructures American history by playing upon the separation or

connection of historical lines. Another example is its conjoining of the rise of

European settlers and the ravaging of native and natural life. The epidemic disaster

that nearly exterminated the native population, embodied most specifically through

c#",('$7+7!&0$!<$*/+$.#9+!-*$!<$/+&$*&#G+$G0$'7,))9!AC$#'$!"+$#"'*,"3+1$:"!*/+r is

*/+$ ')!.$ ;+'*&-3*#!"$ !<$ ",*-&+$ ,)!"4$ .#*/$ */+$ +A9,"'#!"$ !<$ ./#*+'($ 9!.+&1$

Intriguingly, Jacob is introduced in A Mercy ,'$,$9+&'!"$.#*/$,$59-)'+$!<$9#*0$ <!&$
!&9/,"'$,";$'*&,0'8$ITTK1$X+$.!-);$;#'7!-"*$/#'$/!&'+$*!$5<&++$*/+$G)!!;0$/#";)+4$

of a young r,33!!"$ '*-3H$ #"$ ,$ *&++$ G&+,H8$ ILLKC$ ,";$ 5f<g+.$ */#"4'$ ,"4+&+;$ i,3!G$

7!&+$ */,"$ */+$ G&-*,)$ /,";)#"4$ !<$ ;!7+'*#3,*+;$ ,"#7,)'8$ IRQK1$ 2)!&+"'('$ 7!*/+&$

decides to entrust her daughter to Jacob also because Jacob sees 2)!&+"'$ 5,'$ ,$
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human child, not pieces of eigh*8$ILMMK1$:'$7+&3#<-)$,'$i,3!G$7,0$,*$*#7+'$,99+,&C$

/+$#'$"!"+*/+)+''$9+&3+#6+;$*!$G+$#"$6#!),*#!"$!<$",*-&+('$ ),.'$./+"$/+$;+3#;+'$*!$

build his third house. Lina comments: 5f*g/,*$*/#&;$,";$9&+'-7,G)0$<#",)$/!-'+$*/,*$

Sir insisted on building distorted su")#4/*$,";$&+W-#&+;$*/+$;+,*/$!<$<#<*0$*&++'8$IaTK1$

Reading the house-building project from another perspective, Rebekka further

,**&#G-*+'$i,3!G('$3/,"4#"4$&+),*#!"'/#9$.#*/$",*-&+$*!$/#'$9!'#*#!",)$3/,"4+'$<&!7$,$

farmer to a trader and then to a squire:

It was some time before she noticed how the tales were fewer and the

gifts increasing, gifts that were becoming less practical, even

whimsical. . . . Having seen come and go a glint in his eye as he

unpacked these treasure so useless on a farm, she should have

anticipated the day he hired men to help clear trees from a wide swath

of land at the foot of a rise. A new house he was building. Something

befitting not a farmer, not even a trader, but a squire. (88)

Indeed, Jacob dissociates himself not only from the land and nature but also from

his servants as he ascends in class. As Lina observes, of the three houses Jacob

builds, the first oneE5;#&*$ <)!!&C$ 4&++"$ .!!;8Eis too weak to accommodate a

/!-'+/!);$IaTK1$@*&!"4$.#*/$5.!!;+"$<)!!&'C8$5<!-&$&!!7'C8$5, decent fireplace and

.#";!.'$.#*/$4!!;$*#4/*$'/-**+&'8$IaTKC$*/+$'+3!";$/!-'+$#'$,)'!$*/+$!"+$*/,*$,))!.'$

Lina and Florens to stroll in and out at will and gives Sorrow a place to sleep every

"#4/*1$ B0$ 3!"*&,'*C$ */+$ */#&;$ /!-'+$ 7,&H'$ i,3!G('$ #"3&+,'#"4$ ;#stance from his

mixed-&,3+$ /!-'+/!);1$  /!-4/$ 5G#44+&8$ ,";$ 5;!-G)+-'*!&#+;C8$ */+$ */#&;$ /!-'+$ #'$

5<+"3+;$,";$4,*+;8$IaTK1$ /+$'+&6,"*'($+"*&,"3+$#"*!$#*$#'$+6+"$3!79)+*+)0$<!&G#;;+"$

G0$[+G+HH,$,<*+&$i,3!G('$;+,*/1

And inseparable from this emergence of class demarcation is the formation of

racism. Morrison once declared that the central question she wanted to ask in

writing A Mercy$ #'?$ 5X!.$;#;$ &,3#'7$;+6+)!9$ #"$ */+$O"#*+;$@*,*+'h8$ I@*+#"$ LYQK1$
The setting of her story against the historical moment not long ,<*+&$ B,3!"('$

Rebellion clearly spells out an institutional origin of racism against blacks in

relation to class conflicts:

Half a dozen years ago an army of blacks, natives, whites,

mulattoesEfreedmen, slaves and indenturedEhad waged war against

local ge"*&0$)+;$G0$7+7G+&'$!<$*/,*$6+&0$3),''1$V/+"$*/,*$59+!9)+('$

.,&8$)!'*$#*'$/!9+'$*!$*/+$/,"47,"C$*/+$.!&H$#*$/,;$;!"+$1$1$1$'9,."+;$
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a thicket of new laws authorizing chaos in defense of order. By

eliminating manumission, gatherings, travel and bearing arms for

black people only; by granting license to any white to kill any black

<!&$ ,"0$ &+,'!"S$ G0$ 3!79+"',*#"4$ !."+&'$ <!&$ ,$ '),6+('$ 7,#7#"4$ !&$

death, they separated and protected all whites from all others forever.

(10)

While tracing the birth of racism in American laws, this passage conveys a

provocative message. I*$ '-G*)0$ 3,))'$ ,**+"*#!"$ *!$ */+$ <,3*$ */,*$ 5G),3H$9+!9)+$!")08$

were picked up as scapegoats in what initially was a war between classes. The color

lines were drawn as a convenient legal solution toEor a distraction fromEclass

divisions. Indeed, if racial discrimination was not juridically institutionalized until

5a thicket of new laws8$ 9,''+;$ ,<*+&$ B,3!"('$ [+G+))#!"C$ &,3#'7$ I#"$ */+$ .,0$ .+$

know it) is by no means natural or innate in the Americas. While admitting to the

<,3*$ */,*$ &,3#'7$,4,#"'*$ G),3H'$/,'$ +A#'*+;$ 5<!&+6+&8$ '#"3+$B,3!"('$[+G+))#!"C$ */+$

passage above also conjures up a time during and before Bacon(s Rebellion, a time

when races were not clearly delimited and blacks could ally with natives, whites,

and mulattos$#"$,$59+!9)+('$.,&8$,4,#"'*$)!3,)$4+"*&0.

If the development of the Americas has come along with the production of

lines and separations between humans and nature, between classes, as well as

between races, clearly Morrison does not simply trace the emergence of these lines

and separations but also evokes a time and place before and beyond the codification

of differences. Instead of offering a unidirectional narrative that mimics the

progressive line of history, the narrative of bifurcating memories in A Mercy
&+'*&,#"'$ <&!7$ #79!'#"4$!&;+&$ !"$ */+$ 57+''8$!&$ */+$ 5.#);+&"+''8$ 3/,&,3*+&#'*#3$ !<$

pre-revolutionary America. In a way, seventeenth-century America was chosen as a

productive setting for the novel not as much because it offers a temporal point of

origin for the subsequent development of American history as because it provides a

*#7+$G+<!&+$*/+$/#'*!&0$.#*/$./#3/$.+$/,6+$G++"$<,7#)#,&$ *,H+'$'/,9+1$%!&&#'!"('$

writing evokes a lost age and digs out from what has disappeared logics and ideas

that resist existent lines and separations.

When asked about why she was drawn to seventeenth-century America for her

"!6+)C$%!&&#'!"$-**+&+;$*/,*$*/#'$+&,$#'$7,&H+;$G0$5.#);+&"+''8$*/,*$,))!.'$#"*#7,30$

across color lines: the seventeenth century is 5&,.C$ ,;$/!31$P6+&0G!;0$.,'$/+&+8$

(Toomer 21). The Spanish, the Dutch, the French, the British, the Portuguese, the

@.+;+'C$+*31C$,33!&;#"4$*!$%!&&#'!"C$.+&+$,))$*/+&+?$+6+&0G!;0$.,'$53),7G+&#"4$<!&$

space and resources. . . . And you want to know what were all these people running
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<&!78$I>"*+&6#+.$by Charlie Rose). In A MercyC$i,3!G('$/!-'+/!);$3!-);$G+$&+,;$,'$
a microcosm of the colonial settlement that brings people of different racial origins

and cultural backgrounds together. Although the death of Jacob leaves the

cross-racial community on the verge of collapse, characters in different chapters

G&#"4$&+,;+&'$&+3-&&+"*)0$*!$*/+$9&+'+"3+$!<$*/+$3!77-"#*01$>"$2)!&+"'('$",&&,*#6+C$

for example, the image of four womenELina, Rebekka, Florens, and Sorrow, each

with a different skin color and 5+,3/$/!);#"4$,$3!&"+&$!<$ ,$G),"H+*8$./+&+!"$ )#+'$

i,3!GC$./!$#'$5')++9#"4$.#*/$/#'$7!-*/$.#;+$!9+"$,";$"+6+&$.,H+'8 (37)Etestifies

*!$*/+'+$.!7+"('$7-*-,)$"++;$,";$'-99!&*$!<$+,3/$!*/+&1$>"$c#",('$3/,9*+&C$2)!&+"'C$

Rebekka, ,";$ c#",$ ,&+$ ;+'3&#G+;$ ,'$ 5,$ -"#*+;$ <&!"*$ #"$ ;#'7,08$ ./+"$ F!#"+;$ G0$

@!&&!.$IJTK1$>"$<,3*C$c#",$5/,;$<,))+"$#"$)!6+8$.#*/$2)!&+"'$&#4/*$,.,0C$5,'$'!!"$,'$

'/+$',.$/+&$'/#6+&#"4$#"$*/+$'"!.8$IMNK1$:";$,)*/!-4/$'/+$,";$[+G+HH,$/,6+$'++"$

@!&&!.$ ,'$ 5-'+)+''8$ IJT), a person who 5dragged misery like a t,#)8$ IJJKC$ */+0$

,33+9*$ @!&&!.$ #"*!$ */+#&$ /!-'+/!);$ ,";$ ,))!.$ /+&$ *!$ 5')++9$ G0$ */+$ <#&+9),3+$ ,))$

'+,'!"'8$ IJaK1$ %!&+!6+&C$ ,'$ #<$ +3/!#"4$ c#",('$ &+7+7G&,"3+$ */,*$ */+$ #"#*#,)$

,"#7!'#*0$G+*.++"$[+G+HH,$,";$/+&'+)<$#'$5-**+&)0$-'+)+''$#"$*/+$.#);8$,";$5;#+;$#"$

*/+$.!7G8$IJTKC$[+G+HH,$#"$/+&$3/,9*+&$&+,'!"'$*/,*$5f9g+&/,9'$G+3,-'+$G!*/$.+&+$

alone without family, or because both had to please one man, or because both were

/!9+)+'')0$#4"!&,"*$!<$/!.$*!$&-"$,$<,&7C8$'/+$,";$c#"a$5G+3ame what was for each

,$3!79,"#!"8$IYJK1

:7!"4$ */+$ <!-&$ .!7+"C$ @!&&!.$ ,99+,&'$ *!$ +A9&+''$ 59),3#;$ #";#<<+&+"3+$ *!$

,"0!"+8$+A3+9*$ .#"C$/+&$#7,4#",&0$;!-G)+$ILRaK1$b+*$c#",$/,'$9,#;$3)!'+$,**+"*#!"$

*!$/+&1$>*$#'$c#",$5./!$*!);$@!&&!.$'/+$.,'$9&+4","*8$(122), which makes Sorrow

flush 5.#*/$9)+,'-&+$,*$*/+$*/!-4/*$!<$,$&+,)$9+&'!"$1$1$1$4&!.#"4$#"'#;+$/+&8$ILRTK1$

Besides, the fact that Sorrow has been saved by different men through her life

makes her a figure bridging genders: she is first saved by the sa.0+&('$ '!"'$ ,";$

then Jacob after the shipwreck; the blacksmith cures her smallpox; the two white

indentured laborers, Williard and Sully, further help her deliver a baby daughter.

c#H+$ @!&&!.C$ V#)),&;$ ,";$ @3-))0$ '++7$ *!$ !33-90$ */+$ 7,&4#"$ !<$ i,3!G('$

househ!);1$ b+*$ */+0$ ,&+$ '/,&9$ !G'+&6+&'$ !<$ !*/+&$ /!-'+/!);$ 7+7G+&'?$ 5V#)),&;$

F-;4+;$9+!9)+$<&!7$*/+#&$!-*'#;+?$@3-))0$)!!H+;$;++9+&8$ILJLK1$>"$*/+#&$3/,9*+&C$*/+0$

3!77+"*$!"$*/+$<!-&$.!7+"$,";$*/+#&$3/,"4+'$,<*+&$i,3!G('$;+,*/1$V#)),&;$9!#"*'$

*!$ */+$ 57+),"3/!)08$ ,;;+;$ *!$ [+G+HH,('$ 5"+.)0$ '*+&"$ <+,*-&+'8$ ILaJKC$ *!$ ./#3/$

Scully appends$ */+$<,3*$ */,*$-";+&"+,*/$[+G+HH,('$9#+*0$#'$5'!7+*/#"4$3!);$#<$"!*$

3&-+)8$ILJTK1$c#",('$)!0,)*0$*!$%#'*&+''$!&$2)!&+"'$#";#3,*+'$*!$*/+7$"!*$'!$7-3/$/+&$

5'-G7#''#!"8$,'$5,$'#4"$!<$/+r own self-.!&*/8$ILJLK1$2)!&+"'$/,'$3/,"4+;$#"$*/+#&$

+0+'$ <&!7$ */+$ 53!7G#",*#!"$ !<$ ;+<+"'+)+''"+''C$ +,4+&"+''$ *!$ 9)+,'+C$ ,";$ 1$ 1$ 1$ ,$
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.#))#"4"+''$*!$G),7+$/+&'+)<$<!&$*/+$7+,""+''$!<$!*/+&'8$#"*!$,$5<+&,)8$.!7,"$,<*+&$

her journey through the woods (152, 146). Besides, they disagree with Lina and

,''+&*$ */,*$ @!&&!.$ #'$ "!*$ 5*/+$ !;;$ !"+8$ ILJRK1$ 2!&$ */+7C$ @!&&!.$ #'$ */+$ !")0$ !"+$

./!'+$3/,"4+$'++7'$5,"$#79&!6+7+"*8$ILaMK1

:'$'/,))$G+$'++"C$,$53/!&-'8$#"$A Mercy occurs as characters speak to, read,

and memorize ea3/$ !*/+&1$:)*/!-4/$ i,3!G('$ /!-'+/!);$ #'$ "+6+&$ &+)+,'+;$ <&!7$ #*'$

temporary nature and fragile structure when put back in historical reality, a sense of

community, if not sustainable through the flow of time, is achieved and preserved in

textuality. On the one hand, A Mercy narrates the inevitable disintegration of a

cross-racial community in historical progressivism: c#",$ 7,0$ /,6+$ 5&+)#'/+;$ /+&$

9),3+$#"$*/#'$'7,))C$*#4/*$<,7#)0C8$G-*$'/+$/,'$*!$,;7#*$*/,*$*/#'$5<,7#)08$#'$"!*/#"4$

G-*$5,$'.,))!.('$"+'*8$IJQK1 Likewise, Willard and Scully confess toward the end of

*/+#&$3/,9*+&$*/,*$5*/+$<,7#)0$*/+0$#7,4#"+;$*/+0$/,;$G+3!7+$.,'$<,)'+1$V/,*+6+&$

+,3/$ !*/+&$ )!6+;C$ '!-4/*$ !&$ +'3,9+;C$ */+#&$ <-*-&+'$ .+&+$ '+9,&,*+$ ,";$ ,"0!"+('$

4-+''8$ ILJMK1$ U"$ */+$ !*/+&$ /,";C$ /!.+6+&C by writing about the cross-racial

#"*#7,30$ */,*$!"3+$+A#'*+;$!&$ #'$ #7,4#"+;$G+*.++"$i,3!G('$/!-'+/!);$7+7G+&'C$A
Mercy$/,'$&+4#'*+&+;$,$*+A*-,)$9&+'+"3+$!<$*/#'$#"*#7,301$ /+$"!6+)('$4&,77,*#3,))0$
striking title, in which mercy is represented as countable and singular, attests to the

fact that$i,3!G('$57+&308$*/,*$7,H+'$/#'$/!-'+/!);$9!''#G)+$7#4/*$"!*$G+$3!77!"$

in pre-revolutionary America.
4
$ b+*$ +6+"$ #<$ i,3!G('$ /!-'+/!);$ #'$ "!*$ ,$ *09#3,)$

&+9&+'+"*,*#!"$!<$5./,*$.,'C8$G0$&+3!&;#"4$,";$;+9)!0#"4$#*'$9&+'+"3e A Mercy has

),-"3/+;$,"$#7,4#",&0$9&!F+3*#!"$!<$5./,*$3!-);$G+C8$G,'+;$!"$*/+$)!4#3$!<$3/,"3+$

encounters and racial mixings characteristic of what Morris!"$ *+&7+;$59&+-&,3#,)8$

America (Interview by Charles Rose).

The cross-racial intimacy evoked in A Mercy$3,&&#+'$,"$+3/!$!<$*/+$5#"*#7,308
Lisa Lowe describes$ #"$ /+&$ 9&!F+3*$ !"$ 5*/+$ #"*#7,3#+'$ !<$ <!-&$ 3!"*#"+"*'18$ U"+$

problem of Western historical studies Lowe points to is the lack of comparative

perspectives:

Europe is rarely studied in relation to the Caribbean or Latin America,

and U.S. history is more often separated from studies of the larger

Americas. Work in ethnic studies on comparative U.S. racial

formation is still at odds with American history that disconnects the

study of slavery from immigration studies of Asians and Latinos or

                                                        
4 As Stein notes, A Mercy$.,'$ #"#*#,))0$ *#*)+;$5%+&30C8$G-*$%!&&#'!"$53/,"4+;$ #*$ *!$A Mercy

G+3,-'+$*/+&+$#'$!")0$!"+8$ILYdK1
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that separates the history of gender, sexuality, and women from these

'*-;#+'$!<$5&,3+18$IRNa-05)

Based on the tenet of demarcation and separation, modern Western history may

allow a parallel existence of different histories under the banner of multiculturalism,

G-*$ <,#)'$ *!$ +A9)!&+$ 5*/+$G&,#;+;$ &+),*#!"'8$G+*.++"$ *hem (Lowe 205). Lowe thus

calls for the study of cross-racial intimacy in the formation of the Americas, with a

view to teasing out the political and economic knowledge$*/,*$5might link the Asian,

African, creolized Americas to the rise of European and North American

bourgeoisie$'!3#+*#+'8$IRNaK1

 /+$&+)+6,"3+$!<$c!.+('$,&4-7+"*$#"$*/+$&+,;#"4$!<$A Mercy becomes evident

if we take note of the fact that Morrison has been concerned with the crisscrossing

relations between people of different colors from an early point of her career

onward. When editing The Black Book in the seventies as a Random House editor,

she already commented on the interconnection of black and white histories.
5

In

Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination (1993), Morrison

+A9)!&+;$ <-&*/+&$ ,";$ #"$ 4&+,*+&$ ;+*,#)$ */+$ #79!&*,"*$ 9!'#*#!"$ !<$ 5*/+$

four-hundred-year-!);$ 9&+'+"3+8$ !<$ :<&#3,"'$ ,";$ :<&#3,"$ :7+&#3,"'$ #"$ */+$

formation o<$*/+$:7+&#3,'$IJK1$%!&&#'!"('$,&4-7+"*$is twofold. First, she suggests,

it has been a misconception in terms of historical chronology to think that white

people have come earlier than Africans or African Americans to the Americas.

Morrison elaborates that$5,$G),3H$9!9-),*#!"$accompanied (if one can use that word)

,";$#"$7,"0$3,'+'$9&+3+;+;$*/+$./#*+$'+**)+&'8$IQK1$%!&+!6+&C$%!&&#'!"$notes that

*/+$G),3H$9!9-),*#!"$5has always had a curiously intimate and unhingingly separate

existence within the dominant o"+8$ ILRK1$ c#H+$ c!.+C$ '/+$ argues$ */,*$ ,$ 59,&,))+)$

#"3)-'#!"8$!<$:<&#3,"$:7+&#3,"$3-)*-&+$ #"*!$*/+$:7+&#3,"$3-)*-&+$ #'$ #",;+W-,*+$ #"$

tackling the much more complicated racial structure, which prescribes separation

yet remains susceptible to intimacies across color lines.

@/,&#"4$ c!.+('$ ,**+"*#!"$ *!$ */+$ #''-+$ !<$ 3&!''-racial intimacy, Morrison

nonetheless has focused her study not on the nineteenth century which Lowe

investigates, but on a much earlier time, the late seventeenth century. More

importantly, while Lowe draws insight mostly from historical and anthropological

                                                        
5$ %!&&#'!"$'*,*+'$#"$5[+;#'3!6+&#"4$B),3H$X#'*!&08?$5>"$'9#*+$!<$*/#'$*+";+"30$*!$/,6+$!"+$'+*$

of rules for black history and another for white history, I was, in completing the editing of The
Black Book, overwhelmed with the connecting tissue between black and white history. The
3!""+3*#!"C$/!.+6+&C$.,'$"!*$,$'#79)+$!"+$!<$./#*+$!99&+''!&$,";$G),3H$6#3*#78$Ia9).
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evidence, Morrison has taken literary creation as a crucial site upon which to

experiment with different logics of racial formation. As the work of anthropologists

and historians is driven pri7,&#)0$ G0$ ,$ &+,)#'*$ ;+'#&+$ <!&$ ,$ 7!&+$ 54+"-#"+8$ !&$

53!79)+*+8$ 6+&'#!"$ !<$ */+$ 9,'*C$ )#*+&,*-&+('$ )!"4$ '-#*$ #'$ "!*$ '!$7-3/$ *!$ 9&!6#;+$ ,$

first-hand sociopolitical record as to introduce to the past a textual immediacy and,

if possible, a dimension of futurity. Indeed, as if foreseeing her writing project in A
Mercy, Morrison meditated, as early as 1974, upon the insights colonial America

3!-);$ )+";$ *!$ !-&$ #7,4#",*#!"$ !<$ &,3#,)$ &+),*#!"'/#9'1$ >"$ 5[+;#'3!6+&#"4$ B),3H$

X#'*!&0C8$'/+$9!#"*+;$*!$*/+$9!''#G)+$6,)-+$!<$5'9+3-),*f#"4g8$,$)#"+$!<$/#'*!&0$!-*$!<$

its absence in the past:

Just as it is interesting to speculate on what Africa might have

become had it been allowed to develop without the rapacity of the

West, it is wondrous to speculate on what black Americans might

have been had we moved along at the rate and in the direction we

seemed to be going in New York in the sixteen-hundreds. During that

time, the Dutch had given large tracts of land to blacks of various

homelands and descriptions. (53-54)

What does the racial and cultural logic once existing in early America inspire us to

think beyond the logic of ethnic division and racial segregation? >'$ )#*+&,*-&+('$

function not to provide an imaginary grounding for exploring possibilities that have

not been carried out? Instead of providing a history of affirmation, literature as

Morrison urges works toward a history of speculations and possibilities.

%!&&#'!"('$9,'',4+$!"$./0$ '/+$.&!*+$Beloved (1988) most vividly captures

)#*+&,*-&+('$<-"3*#!"$*!$'-77!"$#"*!$9&+sence a history of absence:

There is no place you or I can go, to think about or not think about, to

summon the presences of, or recollect the absences of slaves; nothing

that reminds us of the ones who made the journey and of those who

did not make it. There is no suitable memorial or plaque or wreath or

.,))$!&$9,&H$!&$'H0'3&,9+&$)!GG01$ /+&+('$"!$*/&++-hundred-foot tower.

There is no small bench by the road. There is not even a tree scored,

an initial that I can visit or you can visit. . . . And because such a

9),3+$;!+'"(*$+A#'*$I*/,*$>$H"!.$!<KC$*/+$G!!k had to. (The World 44)

Literature serves as a monument commemorating a place and time that did or did
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"!*$+A#'*1$>"$*/#'$.,0$#*$4+"+&,*+'$,$5*+A*-,)8$)#<+$<!&$/#'*!&0$*!$9-&'-+$,$;#&+3*#!"$#*$

did not take. Following this line of thinking in the way that it does, does A Mercy
"!*$ 7,&H$ %!&&#'!"('$ +<<!&*$ *!$ '-77!"$ #"*!$ *+A*-,)$ 9&+'+"3+$ ,$ 3&!''-racial

community, be it existent or non-existent in early America? While Updike, as

mentioned in the beginning o<$ */#'$9,9+&C$ #'$3!&&+3*$ #"$9!#"*#"4$!-*$ */,*$:7+&#3,('$

5"+.8$.!&);$ #'$;+'*#"+;$ *!$5*-&"$!);C8$G0$.&#*#"4$/+&$"!6+)$%!&&#'!"$"!"+*/+)+''$

transforms the absent or the disappeared into textual existence.

One dramatic episode in A Mercy is that Florens cover'$ */+$.,))'$!<$i,3!G('$

4&,";$/!-'+$.#*/$/+&$",&&,*#6+1$e+'#4"+;$.#*/$,$5'9+3*,3-),&8$4,*+$*/,*$'+9,&,*+'$#*'$

5#79&+''#6+8$+"3)!'-&+$<&!7$*/+$!-*'#;+$ILadKC$i,3!G('$*/#&;$/!-'+C$,'$7,;+$3)+,&$#"$

the discussion above, best symbolizes the emergence of lines and demarcations in

*/+$"+.$.!&);1$:<*+&$i,3!G('$;+,*/C$*/+$/!-'+$#'$)+<*$#"3!79)+*+$,";$+79*0C$*-&"#"4$

from the symbol of white wealth and status into an embodiment of a disintegrated

household. Yet the meaning of the house changes again after Florens sneaks into it

at night and carves her words, with a nail, into the walls of one room. From being a

/!-'+$.#*/$,"$#&!"$4,*+C$#*$4&,;-,))0$*&,"'<!&7'$#"*!$,$5/!-'+-qua-*+A*8$*/,*$G+4'$,$

&+,;#"4$G0$50!-18$>";++;C$#'$*/#'$/!-'+-qua-text not a metaphor of Morrison('$*+A*$

as a monument? Is A Mercy$ "!*$ ,$ 5*+A*-qua-/!-'+8$ */,*$ /,'$ G++"$ 3&+,*+;$ ,'$ ,$

'-G'*#*-*+$ <!&$ */+$ ;#',99+,&,"3+$ !<$ i,3!G('$ /!-'+/!);h$ The makeshift family

;+'3&#G+;$#"$*/+$"!6+)$7#4/*$;#',99+,&$,'$*#7+$7!6+'$!"C$G-*$*/+$5/!-'+-qua-*+A*8$

remains in Mor&#'!"('$"!6+)$*!$G+$I&+K6#'#*+;1

Perhaps not too surprisingly, Morrison once compared a novel to a house in

an interview. Reading a novel, according to her, is like exploring an unknown

house.
6

In A MercyC$*/+$5/!-'+-qua-*+A*8$#'$3!"3+#6+;$G0$2)!&+"'$,'$, space that is

capable of generating conversations and connections. Through textual threads and

)#"+'$ #*$ 3!"*#"-+'$ <!&7'$ !<$ #"*#7,30$ "!.$ <!&G#;;+"$ #"$ */+$ .!&);?$ +6+"$ #<$ 50!-8$

3,""!*$ &+,;$ */+$ *+A*C$ 2)!&+"'$ !G'+&6+'C$ */+'+$ 53,&+<-)$.!&;'C$ 3)!'+;$ -9$ ,";$.#;+$

open, will talk to themselves. Round and round, side to side, bottom to top, top to

G!**!7$,))$,3&!''$*/+$&!!78$ILMLK1$B+'#;+'C$,'$2)!&+"'$*&,"'<!&7'$*/+$/!-'+$#"*!$,$

*+A*C$ */+$ 5.#);+&"+''8$ ,)'!$ 4&,;-,))0$ #"6,;+'$ ,";$ ')!.)0$ *,H+'$ !6+&$ */+$ /!-'+?$

5@9#;+&'$&eign in comfort here and robins make nests in peace. All manner of small

                                                        
6 Morrison elaborated this novel-as-/!-'+$3!79,&#'!"$#"$,"$#"*+&6#+.?$5><$0!-$.!-);$F-'*C$,'$,$

&+,;+&C$!9+"$*/+$;!!&$!&$'++$,"$!9+"$;!!&C$'*+9$#"C$,";$)!!H$,&!-";1$Z!C$0!-$;!"(*$H"!.$./!$*/#'$
#'$&#4/*$,.,0C$"!C$0!-$;!"(*$H"!.$./!$*/,*$#'C$"!C$0!-$7,0$"ot know what that room is for. If you
)#H+$ #*C$0!-())$4!$<-&*/+&1$ ><$0!-(&+$,<&,#;$!<$ #*C$0!-())$'*+9$!-*1$%,0G+$0!-())$4!$G,3H$ #"$ ),*+&$ #"$
,"!*/+&$ *#7+1$:";$ */+"$7,0G+$ 0!-())$ &-"$ ,&!-";$ */+$./!)+$ /!-'+$ ,";$ 4+*$ */+$ ),0$ !<$ */+$ ),";8$
(Silverblatt 222).
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life enters the windows$ ,)!"4$ .#*/$ 3-**#"4$ .#";8$ ILJQK1$  /+$ ,33+9*,"3+$ !<$ 5,))$

7,""+&$ !<$ '7,))$ )#<+8$ #"*!$ !"+$ /!-'+$ G+'9+,H'$ ,$ 7+&30$ 4#6+"$ G0$ */+$ *+A*$ #*'+)<1$

Perhaps the act of mercy that Morrison means .#*/$/+&$"!6+)('$*#*)+ is not Jacob(s

acceptance of Florens. Perhaps it is by giving American history an open memory

that Morrison delivers a true mercy.

>$'*,&*+;$*/#'$9,9+&$G0$3#*#"4$2)!&+"'('$+"*&,"3+$#"*!$*/+$5"+.8$.!&);1$>*$*-&"'$

!-*$*/,*C$./#)+$2)!&+"'$5'++f'g$,$9,*/$,";$+"*+&[s]8$*/+$9&+'-7,G)0$9,*/)+''$.!!;'$

ILNMKC$%!&&#'!"('$&+,;+&'$,&+$"!*$'#79)0$)+;$#"*!$,$&+7!*+$9,'*Ethe historical era

already superseded by the development of Western modernityEbut also guided into

a textual labyrinth of times and encounters that project newness into our

#7,4#",*#!"$!<$/#'*!&0('$<-*-&+1$>"$/+&$ )+3*-&+$5 /+$2-*-&+$!<$ #7+?$c#*+&,*-&+$,";$

e#7#"#'/+;$PA9+3*,*#!"'8 (1996), Morrison suggests$,$*-&"#"4$*!.,&;$5)#*+&,*-&+$#"$

general and narrative fic*#!"$#"$9,&*#3-),&8$ #"$'+,&3/$!<$5*/+$<-*-&+$!<$ *#7+8$ILYQK1$

 /+$5<-*-&+$!<$ *#7+8$,'$;+<#"+;$G0$%!&&#'!"$#'$"!*$+W-,)$ *!$ *#7+$#"$*/+$<-*-&+$I,'$

differentiated from the time of the past or that of the present). Nor does it connote a

linear progress achieved through a breakage from the past. Rather, it refers to a

temporal dimension that brings newness to history. Morrison makes this clear: the

5<-*-&+$!<$*#7+8$G+3!7+'$,6,#),G)+$./+"$5!"+$)!!H'$*/&!-4/$/#'*!&0$<!&$#*'$'#4"'$!<$

&+"+.,)8$ ILQJK1$ /+$/#'*!&#3,)$9,'*$ #'$"!*$ 59,'*8$./+"$ *,H+"$,'$,$ &+'+&6!#&$!<$ the

5'#4"'$!<$ &+"+.,)18$%!&&#'!"('$ *+A*'$ 3+,'+)+'')0$+6!H+$ */+$9,'*('$9&!A#7#*0$ *!$ */+$

present and the future, as well as the affective force it exerts upon them.

To conclude, if modern Western history generates meaning by producing

orderEboth temporal and epistemicEA Mercy casts the temporal breakage and

epistemic delimitations into flux for unregulated intimacy to become conceivable.

The textual present, where the temporal points and historical lines are played out

,";$&+'*&-3*-&+;C$#'$./+&+$5"+."+''8$#'$,G)+$*!$+"*+&$A Mercy. In fact, when Homi

Bhabha seeks$ #"$5*/+$ '#4"$!<$ */+$9&+'+"*8$!<$7!;+&"#*0$,"$+79!.+&#"4$3!";#*#!"$

for newness to enter the world, does he not also foreground the textual nature of the

present? Rejecting the idea of the present as a transparent point of temporal

measurement, Bhabha casts it$,'$,$5'#4"8$7,;+$!<$5;#'F!#"+;$'#4"#<#+&'8$IRRNK1$:"$

5#"-G+*.++"8$'9,3+$./+&+$*+79!&,)$9!#"*'$3!"F!#"$,";$5<!&+#4"8$+)ements converge,

the present is d+'3&#G+;$G0$B/,G/,$,'$,$5*+A*#)+$'-9+&<)-#*0$!<$<!);'$,";$.&#"H)+'8$

(227). Perpetually splitting, it heralds newness by enacting postcolonial cultural

*&,"'),*#!"1$>"$+"3!-"*+&#"4$%!&&#'!"('$5*+A*-,)$9&+'+"*8$,)!"4$.#*/$B/,G/,('$5'#4"$

!<$*/+$9&+'+"*C8$.+$-"3!6+&$,$3)+,&+&$#;+,$!<$*/+$5"+.8$,'$#"'+9,&,G)+$<&!7$*/+$9,'*$

and the old, and experience its production as entangled with the negotiations with

historical lines and cultural differences. Like Morrison, Bhabha looks for /#'*!&0('$
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5#"*+&7+;#,308$ that 5poses */+$ <-*-&+$ 1$ 1$ 1$ ,'$ ,"$ !9+"$ W-+'*#!"8$ IRTJK1$ >*$ #'$ */+$

textual present that fosters an intermediary agency to negotiate the structure of

/#'*!&0$,";$-'/+&$#"$5"+."+''8$#"$/#'*!&#3,)$+9#'*+7+'1
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From Visual Pleasure to Traumatic Duration 

The Ethics of Time in Scott Hicks’s Snow Falling on Cedars 

Hsiu-chuan Lee* 

ABSTRACT

This essay expounds the aesthetics and meanings of Scott Hicks’s feature Snow Falling 

on Cedars (1999) by attending to criticisms on this film’s slow pacing. First, I argue that it is 

not lengthy shots, motionless camera, lagging movement, or visual/aural minimalism that 

slows down Snow Falling on Cedars. The film feels slow because of the disintegration of its 

images and narrative, and the disconnection between its senses and plots. As the film’s 

signifying structure falls apart, time drifts away and overflows. The second section analyzes 

sequences selected from Snow Falling on Cedars to reveal the incoherence and discontinuity 

of images and sounds, of reality and recollections. I argue that Hicks splits narrative and 

characters, thereby undermining spectators’ screen identification and visual pleasure. The third 

section turns to trauma theory and contends that Snow Falling on Cedars is loaded with 

traumatic time. Filming death, wars, racial conflicts, and the forced relocation of Japanese 

Americans during the Second World War, Snow Falling on Cedars seeks in traumatic duration 

opportunities to explore and generate social logics and meanings. I conclude that Snow Falling 

on Cedars does not simply experiment with an aesthetic style of slowness; being slow is an  

ethical move to obtain the time needed for probing into self-other encounter, past-present 

convergence, and cross-racial communication. Snow Falling on Cedars ultimately introduces a 

vision in which the trauma of Second World War brings together people of different colors and 

the memory of mass relocation no longer belongs exclusively to or affects only Japanese 

Americans. 
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Historical Memory and Traumatic Time: 

Narrating Japanese American Relocation Camps 

Hsiu-chuan Lee
 
 

Abstract 

Investigating the narrative history of Japanese American 

relocation camps, this paper studies the changing modes of relocation 

narratives and seeks in the efforts of activating the relocation’s 

traumatic contagious force a new model and ethics of writing history. 

I propose to read the Japanese American relocation not simply as an 

event that occurred in a historical past but as a trauma. In the case of 

the former, the relocation studies call for a return to a specific time 

and place and a restoration of the Japanese American internees’ 

experiences. In the case of the latter, emphases are shifted to the 

impact of the relocation, whose transferential potential is not confined 

to any singular time, place, generation, or ethnic group. The first part 

of the paper surveys the significance and limitations of existing 

narratives that give the relocation different meanings. The second part 

draws on Dominick LaCapra, Cathy Caruth, E. Ann Kaplan, and Jill 

Bennett to explore the temporal belatedness of trauma and locate in 

“traumatic time” a space of critical negotiations and conceptual 

innovations. The last section analyzes John Sturges’s Hollywood 

feature Bad Day at Black Rock (1954) as a textual example to 

illustrate the contagiousness of relocation memories across time and 

beyond the Japanese American community. 

 

Keywords: Japanese American relocation, trauma, time, history, 

memory, race, Bad Day at Black Rock 
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The Remains of Empire and 

the “Purloined” Philippines: 

Jessica Hagedorn’s Dream Jungle

HSIU-CHUAN LEE

J
essica Hagedorn’s third novel, Dream Jungle, derives primarily from two events that

took place in the Philippines during the 1970s: the discovery of the Tasaday tribe

and the filming of Apocalypse Now.1 Upon seeing the obituary of Manuel (Manda)

Elizalde Jr., the “discoverer” and “protector” of the Tasaday in 1997, Hagedorn decided

to juxtapose these two events in a novel, not in order to pass judgment on the anthro-

pological discovery (or fraud) or on Francis Ford Coppola’s epic film, but, in her own

words, “to capture moments in time”: “these really interesting events all come together

between 1971 and 1977. I just really wanted to capture the decadence and turbulence

of it, the scholarly back-and-forth about it, the arguments, the mysteries, and sheer

excitement” (Aguilar-San Juan 6). To what extent Hagedorn successfully “captured”

these moments of the Philippines, in what way, and what this might contribute to the

conception of the Philippines in relation to its imperial legacies are questions pertain-

ing to the larger issue of the relationship between literature and nation-building.

This essay examines Dream Jungle’s intervention into the imaginary configuration of the Philippines. Lacan’s

elaboration on “purloin” prompts a reading of the Philippines as not simply “stolen” by imperialism but “pro-

longed”—via  Hagedorn’s fictional creativity—into a community evolving through imperial intrusions, translo-

cal displacements, and encounters.
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The affinity between literature and the making of the Philippine nation can be

traced back to the writings of José Rizal during the Spanish colonial era. Featuring

social commentaries that inspired collective dissent against Spanish authorities, Rizal’s

writings have been considered foundational to the rise of Philippine national con-

sciousness and taken as models for “the Great Filipino Novel” during the American

colonization period (Gonzalez 962). Hagedorn’s novels, however, deviate from this

nationalist tradition. Born in the Philippines, Hagedorn moved to San Francisco with

her family in 1963, and has since maintained a double affiliation with both the United

States and the Philippines (Hagedorn, “Exile” 181). Her position as an expatriate

Filipina accounts for her ambiguous relationship with the nationalist project of the

Philippines. Her postmodern writing strategy, as demonstrated in her first novel

Dogeaters, is further manifested in Dream Jungle: the mixture of real-life and fictitious

elements, disjointed narrating voices, and gossip-driven fragmentary style distinguish

her work from the realistic appeal and epic scope of nationalist writings.

Given the inadequacy of trying to understand Hagedorn’s writings based on a

narrowly defined “national allegory,” this essay sets out in search of another model to

characterize literature’s engagement with nation. Of pertinence is Neferti Xina M.

Tadiar’s attention to literature’s non-realistic experimental power. In Things Fall

Away, Tadiar proposes to look to literature not “for typicality or representable reali-

ties,” but for its “creative possibility” that “recasts lived experience so that it no longer

takes the form of incontrovertible social fact but instead takes on the experimental

character of literature itself” (17). Moreover, she associates this creative force with 

literature’s capability to capture “historical experiences that ‘fall away’ from global capi-

talist and nation-state narratives of development as well as from social movement nar-

ratives of liberation” (5). Literature is compared to “cultural software” (16) that processes

the subaltern, the supplementary, and the diminished—experiences exceeding and

escaping the structure of the imperialist, the nationalist, and the social liberationist—

with a view to making “other social relations available as potential bases of new polit-

ical movements” (11).

Tadiar does not include Hagedorn in her discussion. Yet Hagedorn’s attempt to

appropriate historical events into fictional juxtaposition and imaginative transposi-

tion makes Dream Jungle a tangible example of what Tadiar describes as literature’s

“tangential” engagement with the Philippine “hegemonic and counterhegemonic

forms of political agency” (5). In fact, the title “dream jungle” resonates with Tadiar’s

emphasis on the force of “dreams” in structuring social realities (Fantasy 22-24). To

grasp the mechanism and consequences of Hagedorn’s “dreams,” this essay draws on

the idea of “stealing,” more precisely “purloining,” to comprehend Dream Jungle’s
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imaginative intervention into the configuration of the Philippines. I allude to the con-

cept of “stealing/purloining” at three levels. First, the national status of the Philippines

has been “stolen” by imperial forces not only during the years of colonization but also

after the Philippines has formerly declared independence. Second, the Philippine

archipelago has been known for its thieves that constitute a perpetual, albeit margin-

alized, “banditry” force against colonial control (Ileto 115-16). Being aware of and

weaving these two “stealing” forces into her text, Hagedorn demonstrates her resist-

ance to both imperial ideology and nationalist constraint by further “purloining” a

striking moment of Philippine “neo-coloniality” in her novel. Jacques Lacan’s reading

of Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Purloined Letter,” which elaborates “purloining” not simply

as “stealing” but as “prolonging” and “extending” through displaced social relations

and shifting discursive structure, offers a critical light to see the Philippines as not

simply stolen by empirical forces, but rather “prolonged”—extended—through a

complex series of imperial intrusions, translocal displacements, and encounters.

T
he constitution of the Philippines has been inseparable from its colonial histories.

The result of three centuries of Spanish colonization, a half-century of American

rule, and the Japanese occupation during World War II, the Philippines and its peo-

ple, in the words of Vicente L. Rafael, are “permeated with foreign origins, their his-

torical realities haunted by the ghosts of colonialism” (9). In the 1970s, the Philippines

still struggled under the remains of empire. Not only did the Marcos government rely

heavily on the United States’ monetary and military assistance, but Philippine society

was permeated by imported Western media and commodities. Also part of this

“imperial haunting,” though less obvious than the neo-colonial presence of the West,

is the fact that the idea and contour of the Philippine “nation” is itself an imperial

inheritance. First, it was Spanish rule that gave the initially disparate islands a carto-

graphical unity, not to mention that the archipelago was named after King Philip II 

of Spain. Besides, American imperialism, under the guise of benevolent tutelage,

instilled in Philippine national formation a “mimicry” nature. Nationalism became an

ideal because it was taken as a norm of modernization, a sign of civilization. 

The complicity of imperialism and Philippine nationalism vividly played out in

the events of the Tasaday and Apocalypse Now. Claimed for a time as a previously

unknown “Stone Age” tribe discovered in the remote Mindanao rain forest in 1971,

the Tasaday became an overnight sensation, its images widely distributed to an inter-

national audience, most notably through NBC News, National Geographic’s pictorial

report, and journalist John Nance’s best-seller The Gentle Tasaday. Yet the discovery

also raised questions and doubts. Elizalde, the alleged “discoverer” of the Tasaday and
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the head of the Private Association for National Minorities (PANAMIN), strictly reg-

ulated outsiders’ entry into the rain forest. In 1972 Marcos ordered a 46,299-acre

patch of jungle closed as a reserve for the Tasaday, and public access to the tribe was

completely forbidden after 1974. Immediately after the overthrow of the Marcos

regime in 1986, the Tasaday again grabbed international attention, this time no longer

as the anthropological find of the century, but as an elaborate hoax perpetrated by

PANAMIN and the Marcos administration. The question of whether the Tasaday

formed an isolated, cave-dwelling Palaeolithic group or were local people hired to

portray the ultraprimitive has since become a matter of debate in the field of anthro-

pology, in the media, and among politicians.2

In hindsight it becomes clear that it is too reductive to try to prove that the

Tasaday were either genuine or fake. Since its beginning, the Tasaday event has been

more than an anthropological inquiry into a tribal minority. At stake was the com-

plicity between the Marcos administration, the United States government, and the

global media. First, the discovery of the primitive tribe, and the ensuing Philippine

governmental policy to protect the tribespeople, effectively bolstered the “human

face” of the Marcos administration and distracted international attentions from the

martial law declared in 1972 (Hamilton-Paterson). Second, by proclaiming a reserve

around the Tasaday, Marcos might secure, in the name of protecting minor tribes, his

and Elizalde’s “exclusive rights” to the natural resources of the area (Berreman 31).

Most essentially, the Tasaday as a “pure” Filipino indigenous group “untouched by all

foreign influences” was utilized as “a rallying point for cultural supernationalists”

(Lynch and Llamzon 12). Marcos and Imelda were known for their fascination with

anthropology and tribal Filipinos: they were “obsessed with the search for a common

Filipino identity, a link with an ur-Filipino” (Hemley 83). The idyllic image of the

“gentle Tasaday” that lived in “a Garden of Eden” (Lindbergh ix), with no hunting

skills and no concept of war, became the perfect embodiment of the nation—“the

ideal ‘Filipinitude’” needed for conceiving a Philippine identity free from the archi-

pelago’s long-term colonial history (Dumont 265).

Ironically, the construction and distribution of this “ur-Filipino” image of the

Tasaday was largely the work of Western media. Known and usually criticized for his

“hunger for publicity” (Hemley 36), his taking press as “more important than the sci-

entists” (39), Elizalde brought news crews and celebrities such as the aviator Charles

Lindbergh and the Italian actress Gina Lollobrigida into the rain forest, generating a

“media rush”: “A television crew had already arrived, soon followed by a myriad of

snapshotters, newshounds, special correspondents and free-lancers of all varieties”

(Dumont 263). Or, as Robin Hemley describes, “by 1972 camera crews had choppered
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in with dizzying frequency to the Tasaday’s forest enclave, reporters sometimes out-

numbering the small group of cave dwellers” (7). Displacing anthropological studies,

journalists’ languages dominated the scene and reduced the Tasaday to sellable images

and recognizable icons.3

In addition to being fodder for international media, the Tasaday also appealed to

American interests in Asia. Jean-Paul Dumont observes that the whole publicity of the

event took “American opinion” as “the intended target” (266). Not only was the

Tasaday cast as the United States’ humble, self-satisfied, and peace-loving Asian other

in contrast to the war-mongering Vietcong, but Dumont also notes the temporal syn-

chronization of the discovery of the Tasaday and the American intervention in

Vietnam: “Elizalde encountered the Tasaday for the first time on June 7, 1971. Then,

on June 13, 1971, the New York Times began publishing the ‘Pentagon Papers,’ which

unveiled the plans of the American intervention in Vietnam. In March and April of

1972, when the American reporters were at work on Mindanao among the Tasaday,

the aerial bombing of North Vietnam was about to be resumed [. . .] In 1975, Nance’s

book was published, the year when South Vietnam fell, an event the American public

witnessed on television.” The media’s representation of the two events fed on each

other so well that Dumont claims that there was “more than a mere coincidence”

(267). The United States government welcomed the news of the Tasaday for diplo-

matic and military strategic reasons. First, the news of the Tasaday diverted the

world’s attention from the ongoing unrest in the Philippines, which would otherwise

bear witness to the failure of American tutelage. Second, given the fact that the

Philippines had turned into an ally of the United States in the latter’s military venture

in Vietnam, “domestic unrest in the Philippines looked almost as bad for Washington

as for Marcos” because the United States needed the Philippines to be “a loyal, stable

aircraft carrier moored within easy reach of Vietnam” (Hamilton-Paterson).

The media’s Tasaday zeal faded after 1975. The same year witnessed the end of the

Vietnam War. The Philippines nonetheless remained a part of the American popular

imagination, this time most dramatically through the archipelago’s collusion with

Hollywood in the filming of Apocalypse Now. The helicopters in this American film

were provided by Marcos himself. The monetary deal between Coppola and Marcos is

described in Hearts of Darkness: A Filmmaker’s Apocalypse, a documentary by Eleanor

Coppola: “The production will pay the military thousands of dollars per day, as well as

overtime for the Philippine pilots. In return Francis can use Marcos’s entire fleet of 

helicopters as long as they are not needed to fight the communist insurgency in the

South.” This deal underscored the Philippines’ subsidiary position vis-à-vis the 

billion-dollar Hollywood industry. The fact that the president’s helicopters were
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instruments of both domestic political cleansing and imperial cultural invasion

pushes one further to comprehend these as two sides of the same coin.

For Americans, the Philippines proved a convenient extension of their

Hollywood film studio. The archipelago provided the backdrop, the props, and its

people as cheap extras. A cinematic adaption of Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness,

Apocalypse Now is known for its brilliant conjunction of Conrad’s critique of

European imperialism in Africa and the questioning of the American military inter-

vention in Vietnam. One irony, however, is that the film and Eleanor Coppola’s doc-

umentary reflect little on their own participation in the American imperial project in

the Philippines. As Amy Kaplan points out, “Coppola might be seen to counter

American exceptionalism, by scripting the war through Conrad’s text, and placing the

Vietnam War in relation to the history of European imperialism. The documentary

on the making of the film, however, which stands awkwardly between an exposé and

a publicity reel, refuses recognition of the film’s complicity with the imperial context

that enables its production” (18). 

The Coppolas’s criticism of American imperialism has its limits. It illustrates

what Alan Punzalan Isaac observes as the “unrecognizability of the Filipino and the

Philippines” in the American racial and imperial imaginary (xvi). Indeed, the

Coppolas not only remained silent about the American imperial history in the

Philippines, but also rendered the archipelago invisible by figuring it as a geographi-

cal substitute for Vietnam/Cambodia. This invisibility, at first sight, is very different

from the hyper-visibility the Tasaday discovery gave to the Philippine indigene. A

careful scrutiny of the two events nonetheless reveals that both Hollywood and the

Western media were self-serving in representing the Philippines. As Coppola trans-

formed, through cinematic power, the intractable Philippine landscape into a scenic

jungle highlighted by special napalm explosion effects, the media involved in the

Tasaday controversy reduced the archipelago’s indigenous cultures to simplistic signs

and one-dimensional identities.

W
eaving the Tasaday discovery and the filming of Apocalypse Now into Dream

Jungle, Hagedorn is fully aware of the imperialism evoked by the two events.

Dream Jungle tackles the ugly side of imperial forces. Created after the image of Elizalde,

Zamora López de Legazpi is a colonizer, albeit a belated and ambivalent one. He is

known for his bad reputation as a playboy, mixing with different women and wielding

power with money inherited from his father. The President in the novel, moreover, is a

cruel and calculating politician, who enjoys “silly TV shows” and continues to “believe

in the democratic process,” despite the corruption of his government and the unrest of
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society (56). Like the real-life Marcos, he turns Zamora’s discovery of the Taobo (read:

“Tasaday”) into “a public-relations coup” by establishing “the President’s Indigenous

Minority People’s Foundation” (59). In addition to the descendant of Spanish tycoons

and the domestic despot, the “genius” director Tony Pierce and his filming crew are pre-

sented as arrogant media imperialists (213). Producing the Hollywood hit film Napalm

Sunset, a fictionalized version of Apocalypse Now, the Hollywood filmmakers “walk

around here like they own the place,” among whom “Pierce is the worst. Think this

country’s nothing but a backdrop for his movie. The people don’t matter, except when

they service him and his family” (179).

Dream Jungle teases out the neo-colonial dilemma confronting the Philippines.

Yet the novel does not stop at a critique of imperialism. Instead of writing within the

binary confine of the colonial versus the postcolonial, or the imperial versus the

national, Hagedorn fleshes out the events of the Tasaday and Apocalypse Now with fic-

tional details of the local and the subaltern. While every party involved in the two

events attempted to “steal” a piece of the Philippines for its own benefit, Hagedorn in

a way also “steals” the two events, yet hers is not so much an imperial “stealing” as an

imaginative “purloining.” To clarify the word “purloin” as it is used in Poe’s short

story, Lacan draws on the Oxford English Dictionary to elaborate on the meaning of

the word’s two parts. The first part is the prefix “pur-,” as found in “purpose,” “pur-

chase,” and “purport”; it derives from the Latin “pro-,” carrying the meaning of

“located in front of,” “projecting,” or “substituting for.” The second part, “loin,” is from

the Old French word loinger, which, according to Lacan, does not mean au loin (far

off), but au long de (alongside). To “purloin” is thus “mettre de côté (to set aside) or,

to resort to a colloquialism which plays off the two meanings, mettre à gauche (to put

on the left side [literally] and to tuck away)” (“Seminar” 20, emph. Lacan’s).4 Change

of location is essential to Lacan’s conception of “purloin.”

When something is “purloined,” it is tucked away, no longer clearly available or

visible, because it is taken out of its original place, “displaced” or perhaps “misplaced.”

An object usually “disappears” not because it is “gone” (no longer existing), but

because it is “misplaced,” not put in the location where we assume it should appear.

Lacan explains this by giving the example of a mislaid book in library: “Even if the

book were on an adjacent shelf or in the next slot, it would be hidden there, however

visible it may seem there” (“Seminar” 17). The seeming disappearance of the book is

due to the change of its structural relationship with other books. Similarly, it is by

transposing the Philippines into new imaginative contours that Hagedorn “purloins”

the Philippines.
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Dream Jungle juxtaposes materials, links up characters, and relocates plots. The

importance of structure or “syntax”—where an object is, what it is next to, and how it

is linked to others—is as clear in Dream Jungle as in Poe’s “The Purloined Letter.” The

experienced Prefect in Poe’s story believes that he has searched “every where” (435,

emph. Poe’s)—“every nook and corner of the premises in which it is possible that the

paper can be concealed,” but the letter is nowhere to be seen (434). The problem is not

that it is no longer inside the apartment of the already-identified thief, Minister D, but

that one cannot really discover or “grasp” a space without first understanding its “syn-

tax,” which is in turn determined by Minister D’s logic, his way of placing one thing

next to another. In this case the letter is in effect not “concealed” but put in a letter-

rack, a place so obvious that it is never expected or imagined by the Prefect. According

to Lacan, the Prefect fails to see the letter because he sticks too much to his previous

experiences, that is, because of his “lack of imagination” (“Seminar” 12).

Concerning the power of imagination, it is worth pointing out that, in addition

to being an ingenious player of political power games, Minister D is both a poet and

a mathematician. As a poet, he is taken by many as being “only one remove from a

fool” (435). Yet apparently it is because he is a poet, or more precisely because he is at

the same time a poet, a mathematician, and a politician, that he is able to “purloin”

the letter through his discipline-crossing conceptual model.5 In like manner,

Hagedorn attempts a discipline-crossing project in her effort to fictionalize historical

events. In Lacan’s reading of “The Purloined Letter,” the letter moves not from one

person to another, but from one thinking structure to another. In Dream Jungle, sim-

ilarly, the conception of the Philippines shifts not from colonialism to post-colonial

nationalism but rather into an incessantly extending community of individuals mov-

ing across racial, class, and national boundaries.

Discussing Poe’s short story, Lacan has in mind not just the letter as “a written or

printed message addressed to a person or institution,” but also the letter as a linguistic

element: “the material medium [support] that concrete discourse borrows from lan-

guage” (“Instance” 139) or “the essentially localized structure of the signifier” (144).6

“Letter” constitutes the materiality of a signifier. It is an element with energy and agency.

The French word instance in “the instance of the letter” takes on meanings ranging from

“urgent or earnest solicitation, entreaty or instigation, insistence, lawsuit or prosecution,

argument, example or case” to “authority” and “agency” (Fink 334), thus casting into

relief the force of the letter to drive forward the sliding of signifiers. Not coincidentally,

Poe’s story begins with an intrusion of a “letter” into the political structure, causing the

subsequent drama of power. To “purloin a letter” is to make possible a change, or

changes, in signifying directionality. Following the same logic, to “purloin a nation,” as in
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the case of Dream Jungle, is to enact a new imaginative directionality of the Philippines

through fiction writing. Drawing on the Tasaday discovery, Hagedorn demonstrates lit-

tle interest in contriving a myth of Filipino nativism or tracing the national origin of the

Philippines. Far more significant than looking for a pure Philippine identity is to allow—

to play out, alongside the Tasaday debate—the rhizomic branching of Filipino/as, most

of them disprivileged and marginalized like the Tasaday. Similarly, the shooting of

Apocalypse Now in Dream Jungle is taken not simply as an example of Western media’s

invasion into the Philippines. Hagedorn fills up the filmmaking process with a circuitous

series of local stories that go unbounded by the Hollywood project.

A
lthough Hagedorn does not use the word “purloin,” the image of “thief” recurs in

Dream Jungle. In a way to invoke the “banditry” tradition of the south-western-Pacific

islanders, the novel begins with excerpts from Antonio Pigafetta’s account of the

Portuguese navigator Ferdinand Magellan’s first voyage around the world, in which the

Mariana Islands to the east of the Philippine Sea are designated as “islands of thieves”:

“Those people are poor, but ingenious and very thievish, on account of which we called

those three islands the islands of Ladroni (i.e., of thieves)” (3). Following this opening,

Zamora is cast into the role of a “thief” who has “stolen and claimed” to be his own the

Taobo translator Duan’s dream (5). Or, it is perhaps more correct to say that Duan as a

translator steals Zamora’s authority. Zamora admits that he has no control over Duan’s

tongue: “Perhaps he said that we meant the Taobo no harm, or perhaps that we were shit-

eating bastards from a faraway kingdom, not to be trusted. . .how would we ever know?”

(66-67). In the eyes of Amado Cabrera, the anthropologist invited by Zamora to study

the Taobo, Duan is “quite imaginative at spinning tales” (102). From time to time he

becomes “poetic and eloquent” in his translation and Cabrera doubts his reliability as

a translator (101). Like Dupin and Minister D in Poe’s story, Duan is a kind of poet.

Through translation he can “purloin” words and hence mediate the power relationship

between white discoverers/invaders and the Taobo.7

As the daughter of Zamora’s cook, the female protagonist Rizalina Cayabyab is

also portrayed as a thief who keeps sneaking into Zamora’s study to steal books and

steals hair ribbons from Zamora’s daughter Dulce. Curiously enough, her mother

once scolds her by pointing out that “no one steals” in their family: “Your father may

have been many things, but he was not a thief” (77). It is questionable, however,

whether “not stealing” is a virtue worth preserving. Rizalina’s father, for example,

though handsome enough to be a movie star, remains a drunkard and dies in a ship-

wreck, his body eaten by sharks. Moreover, the women of Rizalina’s family, despite

their honesty and hard work, have for generations not risen above their position as

servants of rich families. Rizalina’s mother laments:
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Being the only thief in her family, Rizalina is also the first female to escape from what

seems to be the perpetual destiny of the women in her family. In 1973, at the age of

twelve, she runs away from Zamora’s house with two thousand pesos, “half of which

she had stolen from her mother” and the “the other half from Zamora” (118).

“Stealing” here is a strategy of survival and self-investment.

Since its beginning, Rizalina’s story has been dominated by the question of what

she would become in the future. A girl born with a “strange intelligence” when it

comes to reading and writing, besides being the only survivor of a devastating ship-

wreck that takes the life of her father and two brothers, Rizalina is expected by her

mother to “become a something” (14). It is difficult, however, to know what this

something might be. Her mother knows there will be a change in her family’s fortune

or destiny, yet she cannot think beyond her immediate experience or frame of refer-

ence: “‘Your future is’—my mother paused, thinking hard—‘filled with hope. You

could become a nurse, Lina. Or a bank teller. There’s a bank in the next town, di ba?

Or maybe a teacher like that woman you admire so much. . .what’s her name? Miss

Angway’” (14, emph. Hagedorn’s).

Compared with her mother, Rizalina has a wider perspective on the world, a

wilder imagination. As a child, she reads Pigafetta’s The First Voyage Around the World

and has developed a kind of worldview: “I know the capital of Brazil, the capital of

France, the capital of Japan, and the capital of California!” (41). Her greatest desire on

her eleventh birthday is to write her “life story” with the Bic pen and pink notebook

she purchases with the money saved from her first month’s salary at Zamora’s, the

notebook’s cover featuring the “sweet, long-suffering face” of the well-known Filipina

actress, singer, and producer Nora Aunor (73). Rizalina is also a lover of Tagalog

movies at a time when Hollywood productions dominate the local cinema market.

One episode of the novel indicates how people have grown tired of seeing the same

old Tagalog movie screened from time to time at Rizalina’s school. Eventually Rizalina

becomes the only audience member: “Hardly anyone ever bothered going inside to

watch anymore, except for Rizalina” (80). Significantly, Rizalina’s favourite movie is

My nanay’s naynay, my Lola Isay, worked as a servant all her life. She keeled over dead while

washing her master’s dirty underwear. And my great-grandmother was a yaya who cared

for rich people’s children. And so on and so on. Washerwomen, yayas, cooks, house-

cleaners, gardeners who toiled in Manila or Cebu [. . .] Just like my mother, they sent home

every peso and centavo they earned for the education and betterment of. . . .

Ha.

You see how far that got any of us. (15)
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The Enchanted Forest, which stars another Filipina actress, Nida Blanca, as a “flying

superheroine” that comes to rescue the disempowered (79). 

Indeed, Rizalina’s life shows a point of convergence of several important opposi-

tions that define the post-independent Philippine society: the imperial legacy and its

correlative discontents of ordinary people, the global-cultural infiltrations and the col-

lective local experience of survival, the constraining everyday reality and the temporary

escape through cinematic fantasies. It is not coincidental for Hagedorn to name Rizalina

after the Philippine “national hero, poet and novelist” José Rizal (14). Although Rizalina

(i.e., “little Rizal”) falls short of becoming a national hero, poet, or novelist, through a

series of self-dislocation she drives the novel’s plot forward and compels the formation

of a Philippine community that is continually evolving, self-differentiating, and dis-

persing. In the second part of Dream Jungle, Rizalina re-emerges, in 1977, as an entic-

ing stripper named Jinx in a bar called Love Connection. There she encounters the

American movie star Vincent Moody, reclaims her identity as Rizalina, and joins the

local labour force for the production of Napalm Sunset before relocating to Santa

Monica, California. The novel does not provide any clear ending point or a teleological

summing-up to Rizalina’s life story. Instead, it leaves her story within a whirlwind of

ongoing incidents and characters, bringing the reader to comprehend the significance

of Rizalina in terms not of who she is or what she has become, but of the more or less

chaotic social flows, interpersonal connections, and power shifts that sprawl around her.

In addition to Rizalina, the other female protagonist, Paz Marlowe, also experi-

ences her life as a series of thefts and flights. She first steals away from the Philippines

to Los Angeles and then from a dissatisfied marriage to journalism, eventually turn-

ing into a migrant who “wander[s] the planet,” like “some cosmic detective without

grounding or direction” (285). Like Hagedorn, Paz is an expatriate Filipina and a

migrant between the United States and the Philippines. Also like Hagedorn, Paz is

equipped with the power of language. Her surname, Marlowe, suggests that she may

be, like Conrad’s Marlow in Heart of Darkness, the ultimate witness of the novel.

Curiously, her first name, Paz (“peace” in Spanish), carries an anti-war implication

that reminds one of the Tasaday as a “peace symbol.” Yet, while the Tasaday (or

“Taobo” in the novel) were disempowered by their illiteracy and remained trapped in

the Mindanao rain forest, their anti-war image imposed from the outside, Paz engages

with imperialism, colonialism, and nationalism with her language power and global

mobility. She flies from the United States to the Philippines to work on journalistic

stories about Zamora and Pierce, in a way bearing witness to the Philippines by turn-

ing her personal “sobs” into “words” (150).8
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Featuring recurrent motifs of stealing/flight, Dream Jungle as a whole could be

interpreted as a literary attempt to “purloin” the imperial legacy and transpose it into

the origin of Philippine community-making. Entitled “Discovery and Conquest,” the

first part of the novel recasts the Spanish discovery and conquest of the Philippines as

not simply ushering in Western colonial power, but also initiating the vicissitudes of

Philippine history. Similarly, Zamora’s “discovery and conquest” of the Philippines

does not merely mark his exploitation and appropriation of the Taobo and the locals.

His experiences also set the stage, however incidentally, for movements, communica-

tions, connections, and conflicts.

Indeed, Zamora in Dream Jungle is not as much an all-powerful neo-colonialist

as a belated imperialist, whose father “once owned and controlled the profitable silver

and copper mines” in the Philippines (7). Being Mestizo, with “Basque, Negrense, a

dash of North American Irish” (122) from his mother, moreover, he is racially inferior

to his “Teutonic goddess” wife (43). The chapter “Her Last Night” delivers a vivid

image of Zamora’s crumbling empire after his wife leaves him: “Everything coated

with dust. The room a mess. The whole fucking house a mess, since the wife and chil-

dren had left” (115). This disempowerment, however, draws Zamora closer to his

Filipino servants. Zamora identifies his situation with that of Rizalina’s mother, who

is sad and lonely in the wake of her daughter’s departure. And as if in response to

Zamora’s feeling, Rizalina in “True Romance: 1973” expresses the household staff ’s

sense of connection to Zamora: “We were his family now: Mama and me. Sonny.

Peping the gardener, Benny the driver. Skinny and Fatso, the guards. Sputnik, Gloria.

And Celia, who crept off to the master’s bedroom when she thought the rest of us

were all asleep” (111).

Zamora’s relationship with his servants is not fixed or rigid; nor is his relation-

ship with the Taobo. The chapter “Zamora: 1971” details Zamora’s ambivalent posi-

tion as a neo-colonial explorer: Zamora “stood in the shadow of the spectacular

cordilleras surrounding Lake Ramayyah. Dense, rugged, green with trees, chains of

dark mountains loomed in the clouds. That day he was a conquistador without an

army, a rich man without his usual posse of bodyguards, photographers, doctors, PR

flacks, cooks, and servants. That day his only friend was Duan, a man he did not trust”

(6). Stripped of his imperialist ostentation and extravagance, Zamora is an individual,

following the guidance of his “only friend” Duan. The power relation between the

imperial and the local is reversed: it is not the Philippines that are under the shadows

of empire but Zamora, who is captured by the shadows of Mount Taobo—his body

dislocated, incorporated by the Philippine landscape. Intriguingly, Zamora does not

feel threatened; what he feels instead is “oddly liberating” (6). In another passage
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Zamora is described as having collapsed “on the muddy jungle floor and flung out his

arms in joyful surrender. All that green” (8, emph. Hagedorn’s). He is so drawn to the

Mindanao rain forest that he would rather die with the local people there: “I smelled

the red earth of the mountain’s side, felt it scraping against my face. I could die here,

alone among these people” (123).

In addition to Zamora, Pierce—the fictional incarnation of Coppola—and his

Hollywood film crew are also “dislocated” in the Philippines. Like the real-life Coppola,

Pierce initially intends to take the country only as a convenient backdrop, an available

and affordable “jungle” needed for the making of his film. Yet, as with Coppola and his

team, Pierce’s filming project is gradually moored, trapped in—literally “prolonged”

by—the place.9 The weather is one key factor: “Tony God hadn’t calculated on the com-

bination of paralyzing heat and wicked typhoon season in the Philippines” (186). The

civil war taking place in Mindanao is another factor. Pierce plans to make a film on war

but does not expect that they would be caught “in the middle of the real war” (276). At

one point everyone but Moody, the only one on the crew to recognize that Sultan

Ramayyah is “sacred ground, swarming with restless spirits” (185), is “down with either

the flu or diarrhea or something” (211).

Following the example of Eleanor Coppola, Peirce’s wife Janet produces a docu-

mentary about Napalm Sunset from the Hollywood crew-centred perspective. Writing

about the same shooting process, Hagedorn nonetheless turns it into a Philippine

story. First, Dream Jungle dwells little on the subject of the film, or on Pierce’s adven-

turism and heroism as a world-renowned director. It introduces instead a sarcastic

tone when describing the filming project. Without knowing what the film is about, for

example, local people are “awestruck by the lavish audiovisual feasts of destruction”:

“Futuristic helicopters swooped down from the sky in a sinister ballet set to loud,

pompous music,” and “movie stars were shot and stabbed, their wounds rendered in

loving detail by sweating makeup artists with clenched teeth” (219). Moreover, unlike

Coppola’s journey into the Philippines, which is described as a great director’s heroic

adventure in Eleanor Coppola’s documentary, Pierce’s journey is cast as senseless

drudgery: “It took blood, sweat, guts, tears, and my own goddamn money to move

this fucking mountain and get all the way here” (174).

Dream Jungle also foregrounds the reactions and participation of local people in

the filming process. The making of a Hollywood hit generates such a sensation that

“all the filmmakers in Manila are talking about it” (162). For the people of Sultan

Ramayyah, the Hollywood movie has replaced Zamora’s discovery of the Taobo as the

focus of their community. Although the older population “kept their distance” (219),

some even considering the movie “a bad thing” that will “bring trouble” to their 
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place (260), children play “fallen, bloody corpses or extras in crowd scenes with

humor and enthusiasm” (219). Aling Belén, the guardian, caretaker, and, to an extent,

the surrogate mother of Rizalina, is right in pointing out that it is unrealistic for young

people like Rizalina to think that the movie will change their “sorry lives” (260). Yet

Dream Jungle envisions ambiguous consequences to making Napalm Sunset. The

transnational romance between Rizalina and Moody is one example. More signifi-

cantly, Napalm Sunset launches the Filipino local director-to-be Pepito Ponce de León

into a new career: he teams up with some of Pierce’s film crew to produce the film

Taghoy ng Pating (The Shark’s Lament), starring Moody and Rainbow Reyes (a former

Miss Philippines). Pepito claims that the film is “a combination” of two Hollywood

hits, Jaws and Deep Blue Sea, done in “Filipino style” (314). From “purloining” Pierce’s

film crew and Hollywood plots does Pepito develop his “Filipino style.”

T
ransposing the processes and products of imperialism into the very constituting

fabric of a Philippine community, Hagedorn in Dream Jungle resists the remains

of empire not through nationalism, but through a subtle deployment of the shifting

relationships in a neo-colonial context of hybrid mixture and border-crossings. The

novel concludes in the year 2000, three years after Zamora’s death. The setting is an

apartment on New York’s Upper East Side. The narrator is the spirit of Zamora, who

speaks from the urn containing the ashes of his body—a quintessential, if ironic,

embodiment of the “remains of empire.” Projected as a dream vision of Zamora’s

spirit, the scene stages the reunion of Zamora’s daughter Dulce, who has relocated

from Manila to New York, and her mother Ilse, who has lived in Germany since run-

ning away from Zamora in the seventies. Happy in their reunion, as Zamora’s spirit

indicates, these two women totally forget the existence of the urn: “The girls are hav-

ing fun. And not once does my name come up” (325)—there is “no mention of my

glamorous photo and the lengthy obituary published in newspapers around the

world” (324).

Intriguingly, the remains of an imperialist father have been forgotten. They are

“purloined” and ignored by his former wife and daughter. By contrast, the memory of

Manila strikes vividly in a city far away from the Philippines. In Dulce’s New York

apartment are paintings that used to hang in their Manila house, which give rise to “a

flood of memories” in Ilse’s mind (323). Dulce has also stored “cases” of Flor de

Manila in her pantry and has a half-full bottle sitting in front of her (325). She asks

casually: “Want some churros, Mama? There’s a new Spanish bakery on the Upper East

Side. Not exactly like Manila, but. . . .” Dulce stops, realizing that she should not men-

tion Manila, a place that could evoke untoward memories for her mother. Yet Ilse
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responds: “I never expect anything to be exactly like Manila, Schatzi [. . .] How I’ve

missed you.” Stealing Zamora’s narrating voice, Hagedorn ultimately enacts in her

novel the indispensible position of Manila, the “capital of desire and longing, that

loaded word” (323), and seeks in the memory of it a link between the German mother

and her Spanish-Filipina-American daughter. The age-old Philippine story—its

imperial memories and subaltern dreams included—has been “prolonged” into

another place, time, and international mix.

NOTES

1/ “The Remains of Empire” refers to a panel organized by Guy Beauregard and Chih-ming Wang for the

2009 Association for Asian American Studies Annual Meeting held in Honolulu, Hawaii, at which an ear-

lier version of this paper was presented. I am also indebted to the input of Frank Stevenson, Christopher

Lee, Rob Wilson, and Shu-ching Chen.

2/ Three major scholarly meetings were held on the issue, in addition to other anthropological and politi-

cal disputes. See Thomas N. Headland, The Tasaday Controversy: Assessing the Evidence (Washington, DC:

American Anthropological Association, 1992. Print).

3/ There are four major iconic images of the Tasaday: an “evolutionary symbol” of cultural primitivism; an

“ecological symbol” untainted by civilization; a “political symbol” of Marcos’s project of national preserva-

tion; and a “peace symbol” antithetical to the image of the Vietcong. See Leslie E. Sponsel, “Our

Fascination with the Tasaday: Anthropological Images and Images of Anthropology” (The Tasaday

Controversy: Assessing the Evidence. Ed. Thomas N. Headland. Washington, DC: American Anthropological

Association, 1992. 200-12. Print).

4/ Fink preserves Lacan’s phrases mettre de côté and mettre à gauche in his translation and adds English

explanations within parentheses and square brackets.

5/ Dupin becomes the only person able to decipher Minister D’s ploy because Dupin is also a poet: he

admits that he himself has been “guilty of certain doggerel” (435).

6/ Lacan uses the word support in his original French text; Fink adds it into his English translation within

square brackets.

7/ Translation also posed an important problem for scientists studying the Tasaday. See Robert B. Fox,

“Peoples of the Philippines: The Tasaday” (1974. A Tasaday Folio. Ed. Jerome B. Bailen. Quezon City, PH:

Philippine Social Science Center, 1986. 65-67. Print).

8/ Paz’s experience of interviewing Zamora is adapted from Hagedorn’s meeting with Elizalde in 1974. See

Aguilar-San Juan, “Who’s Discovering Whom?” (Women’s Review of Books 21.6 [2004]: 5. Print).

9/ Coppola planned for a four-month shoot in the Philippines. Typhoon Ruby destroyed the set and film-

ing was discontinued. Apocalypse Now was eventually shot over a fifteen-month period, from February

1976 to May 1977. See James Clarke, Coppola (London: Virgin, 2003. 96-99. Print).
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